


The original of this photograph titled "Orphans Day
Saturday J3 February J9J5" is on display at VCCNZ
National Office.
The Orphans Picnic was an annual Canterbury event
held to raise funds for local orphanages and an outing
for thp r:hildrPfL A rlassir: Fdwardian rallv orfJanisprl hv
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Submissions of photographs for this page are welcome from Beaded Wheels
readers. Please send original photographs of historic interest with any available
information to Beaded Wheels, PO Box 13-140, Christchurch.
Laserpriuts aDd pbotocopies are not suitable. Phoros will be retllrned as soon as practicable.
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Loyal a. firm in
one's allegiance;
synonyms: dedicated,
dependable, staunch,
reliable, faithful,
committed ... do you
know anyone who fits
this bill? You don't
have to go far to find

people in our Club to whom these adjec
tives apply. How many times has a
fellow member helped you out (and how
many times have you reciprocated)? This
is a large part of what our Club is all
about. In the branch newsletters (and
also in Beaded Wheels) many tales are
told of friendships that have developed
from shared experiences, either while
assisting in restoring our vehicles,
keeping an eye open for that elusive part
that may mean the completion of a
fellow member's project, comparing
similar marques, admiring workmanship,
or even surreptitiously doubting the feasi
bility of a member ever actually finishing
an ambitious restoration without
comment. The list is endless, but the
comradeship is next to none. Not only are
firm friendships formed, but also loyalty
to the Club as a whole is a common thread
up and down the country.

Of course the work behind the scenes
of any rally, meeting, conference, or
event, is another form of dedication. An
enormous amount of work is required to
host or plan a successful occasion and
months of preparation are needed to
attain this. Even regular monthly branch
meeting nights require input as well as
thought in order that interesting and
informative evenings be arranged for
members. Untold voluntary hours are put
into ensuring our Club runs along
smoothly. There is a wonderful range of
talent and skills among our members,
who share them unstintingly. Not only
office bearers work hard to make sure
that their responsibilities are met, the
general membership also contributes to
this. Let us not forget our countless
unsung heroes. We are grateful for their
input, for although they may not be seen
"up front", their work is essential for us
to enjoy motoring our vehicles.

It is with sadness we record the
sudden death of David Richardson,
relatively new on the Beaded Wheels
Editorial Committee but a long-standing
member. Members will join me in
conveying our sympathy to his family.

Those of you with keen eyes will also
notice the absence of Paul Geiseler listed
in the Beaded Wheels Editorial
Committee. Paul (who joined the
committee in 1971) has decided to stand
down and we thank him for his dedica
tion and commitment over such a long
period.

PRESIDENT'S
MESSAGE



Above: Dave Dawson, 1912 Austin.
Right: Troika of Cadillacs.
Below: Russell Vincent and Cadillac at Michael
Davis' property.

A uckland's 30th Veteran Rally
attracted twenty three starters
which wasn't a bad turnout consid

ering that the Model T Ford club was
staging a major event the same day. Barry
Birchall organised the event, which was
fitting as he had a substantial part in plotting
the original run in 1973. Barry started the
run at MOTAT as was done thirty years ago
and interestingly the field included several
people and vehicles that took part in the

Corbin Brown.

original run. The only driver and vehicle
present that finished the 1973 rally was Bill
Shears in the 1917 Moon. Don Cameron
was present with the 1907 Sizaire et Naudin,
although in 1973 he failed to finish. Russell
Vincent's 1985 Cadillac completed the 1973
run in the hands of John Stewart. Dave
Dawson's 1912 IShp Austin did the 1973
run driven by the late Chas Edwm·ds. Barry
Robert helped with the organization of the
1973 event, this time he was driving his
1909 Rover twin cylinder. Ron Jacob, who
found the original lunch break in
Henderson, was at the start although the
1912 Duo cycle car he used thirty years ago
is now back in England. The 1907
International Auto Buggy Roy Cope used on
the first run is now resident at MOTAT.

The run travelled from MOTAT through
Point Chevalier, Avondale, New Lynn, and
Kelston to our first stop at David Harre's
Oratia Folk Museum, the museum being

19161ndian

like many similar small private and public
museums throughout New Zealand. David's
major project is the restoration of a 1912
ex-Wanganui city tram formerly in the Jack
Ryder collection. The tram was built by
Boon & Co Ltd of Christchurch using
American bogies. When the restoration is
complete it is planned to return the tram to
Wanganui and run it through the centre of
town. During this stop Renault charabanc
crew member Neil Bielesky had a very
lucky find in the form of a complete engine
and Dynastart for his 1926 Renault type
NN, the engine may be a slightly later
model but will still be a very useful spare.

From Oratia the n10 travelled through the
back of Henderson to Michael Davis'
property. Michael is in the business of
restoring historic railway buildings includ
ing an entire footbridge from Mt Eden
station. The buildings and contents have
been restored to a very high standard and

1910 Endurance



Don Cameron and Bill Miller

Bill Shears Moon.Don While's 4 cylinder Sizaire e/ Naudin

Original vehicle, Russell Vincenl ex John S/ewart
1905 Cadillac

Original en/ranls Don Cameron, Leon Wille and 1907 Sizaire e/ Nauain.

are a tribute to the time and money lavished
on them. The refreshment stop was held
here. It was good to see David Williams
and Lance Anderson entering the run on
Lance's 1916 Indian and 1910 Endurance
motorcycles. David is the son of the late
Barry Williams who rode a 1918 Harley
Davidson in 1973. This bike is now off
shore. Lance is the son of BarfY Anderson
who was a prominent vintage motorcyclist
in the 1960s. After refreshments the run
skirted Swanson and travelled through rural
areas to finish at Taupaki where the entrants
enjoyed a good lunch in a pleasant garden.
Barry Robert and John Irvine had a little
tyre trouble in the 1909 Rover and Dave
Dawson had a front wheel hiccup on the
1912 Austin. The bikes were slowed at the
end by some steep country and the Renault
charabanc won the thing because someone
presented a cup in 1973 and someone has
to win it, why, we don't really know.

"The M%rcvclinJi CllIb Founded 1901" badlle

There was some out-of-branch partici
pation with North Shore's Richard
Hatfield entering a beautifully restored
1910 Hupmobile. Is this one of the
Christchurch production line Hups?
Richard also entered his 1916 Briscoe
which was driven by Len and Joy
Woodgate, Richard and his wife also went
to some trouble to acquire quality period
dress for the occasion. Denis Scanlon
from Waitemata Brancb was present with
his 1909 Talbot. The Pauling family of
North Shore branch assisted with
marshalling in a Vintage Model T, John's
son doing much of the driving. Their
friend Jay Thompson was also involved
with this. Jay would be one of the few
young veteran owners and is working on a
1914 Model T. Don White had a success
ful run in his newly restored four cylinder
~;"''l;ro at J\T .... 01rl;..., ...... nC'C';h1" tha "' .... IH

The regulars included the Madgwicks in
their 1913 FN, Peter le Gros on the 1913
De Dion Bouton, Rex Healey in the 1912
Sunbeam. George Mihaljevich was there
with the 1913 Talbot 25 hp. Alan Lewis
was present with his Model T. Others
included Ray Charman with the ex Wattie
Watkinson ex Bryan Jackson 1916 Perry
and Yogi Schollitt and son in the ex Hart ex
BirchaU 1914 Saxon. David Porter's son
was there in a Model T. Old faithfuls like
Bill Miller and Ross and Lynn Jones
arrived with the 1909 Buick and 1907
Cadillac. A good thing happened on the
way home when the Renault charabanc had
a minor fuel blockage and a passing
motorist stopped to help. It was none other
than Ray Cope who had driven MOTAT's
International Auto Buggy on the 1973 rally.
Th ........ l, " ........ u,,~, 0;_.... "' .... 11 ~..... _ .... _J~~~ .... _ ..



President's Message
Continued from page 3

Loyalty? Yes I am proud to say that
this abounds in our Club.

At the Club's Executive Meeting held
at the beginning of March, successfully
hosted by North Shore Branch, a change
to the Bylaws was passed concerning the
procedure to apply for Honorary Life

Membership. As the current method of
accepting and voting a member for this
prestigious status has proved to be
unwieldy and the rules unclear, the current
section in the By Laws will now be
deleted to be replaced with clearly set out
criteria. Now the entire membership will
have the opportunity to vote for this status
of high honour within the Club that
obviously only a very few will attain.
Please see your branch delegate for further

details of this and any other items that
were discussed during the meeting.

I know those members who entered the
National North and South Island Easter
Rallies will have enjoyed their motoring.
As I write this, Tony and I are looking
forward to attending the rally centred
around Whangarei where the Northland
Branch will also be celebrating their 40th
Anniversary.

Leigh Craythome

THE VINTAGE CAR CLUB
OF NEW ZEALAND (INC.)

National Office: P.O. Box 2546, Christchurch Telephone: 03 366-4461

NOTICE OF MEETING
The Annual General Meeting of the Club will be held on Saturday, 3rd August 2002 at the

Copthorne Resort, High Street, Masterton, commencing at 9.30am.

M. Lind
D. Ross

J. Coomber
R. Brayshaw

B. Pidgeon
B. Ballantyne,
G. Beaumont
G. Terrill

MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
2001-2002

PRESENT OFFICERS:
President L. Craythorne
Club Captains
Northern Region
Southern Region
Hon. Secretary/
Treasurer
Registrar
Beaded Wheels
Chairman
Executive (3)

THERE ARE
TWO NOTICE'S OF MOTION
(These will be published in the next

issue of Beaded Wheels.)

RULE 8: ELECTION OF OFFICERS

Nominations for the Management
Committee must be received in this office
by 5pm 9th June 2002 accompanied by a
current biography and photograph of the
nominee and their association with the
Club.
The biography shall contain the name,
address and occupation of members
nominated for each position.
Not less than 75 clear days before the
Annual General Meeting the Management
Committee shall cause notice to be given to
all members intimating the date for closing
nominations for the offices of:-
President
Club Captain - Northern Region
Club Captain - Southern Region
Secretaryffreasurer
Beaded Wheels Editorial Committee
Chairman
Registrar
Three Other Members of the
Management Committee.

and shall invite nominations for such
offices to be forwarded in writing to the
SecretarylTreasurer to arrive not less than
fifty-five clear days before the date
appointed for the Annual General Meeting.
Every such nomination to be signed by the
Member nominated, their nominator and
seconder. Only a Member who has served
at least one year upon the Executive of the
Club shall hold the Office of President.
Members shall be eligible for election to
the Management Committee if they shall
have paid all monies due by them to the
Club and have been financial Members of
the Club for a least six months prior to
nomination. If the number of candidates
for the Management Committee exceeds
the number of respective vacancies to be
filled, an election shall take place.

NEW ZEALAND'S FOREMOST HISTORIC MOTORING MAGAZINE

SUBSCRIPTION FORM

Please send a subscription (or
o 6 Issues - New Zealand Wide - $27.00 (including postage)
o 6 Issues - Australia NZ$42 Airmail
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PAYMENT Cheque 0 Credit Card 0 Expiry Date:~~
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Cardholder Signature:
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Name

Telephone _

Address _

Postcode
Renewal Sent to (if different from above):

Name

Telephone -- _
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Postcode

TO:- FREEPOST 1757, Beaded Wheels,
IP.O. Box 13-140, Christchurch
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National Office boardroom table
The Club would like to thank Warner

Mauger and his family for donating a board
table and chairs to the Club, to be used at
the National Office. It is very much appre
ciated, thank you.

Did you receive your VCC subscription
invoice?

VCC membership subscription invoices
were forwarded in February and payment
was due by 31 March 200 I. A reminder
notice will be sent to members who have not
paid. Membership cards will be forwarded
in early April to those who have paid.

Have you paid your VCC membership
subscription?

If not, please note that this will be the
last Beaded Wheels you receive until your
payment has been received. You will also
not receive your Branch Newsletters.

Notice of AGM
Elsewhere in this magazine you will

find a Notice of AGM along with a request
for nomination for Management

Committee pOSItIOns. There are two
Notices of Motion to vote on this year.
They will feature in the next issue of
Beaded Wheels, in accordance with the
Club's By-laws. Your Branch Secretary
has a copy on file.

General enquiries
Some members have expressed their

displeasure in having to make toll calls to
reach the National Office. It should be
pointed out that every branch has a
Secretary who is very capable and well up
to date on all matters. They probably can
assist you in your enquiries, in the first
instance. This may eliminate the pressure
of making toll calls.

Please remember to be considerate
about the times you phone and we recom
mend you do not phone them, or
Management Committee, after 9pm.

VCC Vehicle Identity Cards
Please remember that the applications

must be processed through your branch.
The Branch Committee will forward them,

once signed off, to the National Office who
after processing them forwards them to the
National Registrar for completion.

Please make sure the photos are the
correct size as if they are too big for the
Identity Card, you will be requested for
further smaller copies.

International event
The Vintage Motor Cycle Club Limited

(UK) are having an "International
Assembly 2002" on Saturday 15 June
2002. They also have other events in June
and welcome you all to attend. If you are
going to be visiting the UK at this time and
want further details, contact the National
Office.

Executive meeting
The Executive Meeting was hosted by

the North Shore Branch in Auckland on 2
March, 2002. Branches were well repre
sented and will report in your local
newsletters. All branches have also been
forwarded copies of the minutes should
you wish to review them.

VCC Events
For inclusion in our next issue, fax details of Club Events to 03 332 3531 by 10 May, 2002 or email us at beadedwheels@vcc.co.flz

Far North Brian Parker Memorial 6 April Ashburton Swap Meet 4 May

South Canterbury Winchester Swap Meet 6 April Wairarapa Motorbike Reliability Run 4-5 May

Wanganui Autumn Motorcycle Trial 6-7 April Waikato Hill Climb 5 May

Otago Restoration Rally 7 April Manawatu PV, PWV, P60v, Rally 5 May

EBOP East Coast Rally 13 April Wellsford Swap Meet II May

Banks Peninsula Driving Test 13 April Far NOlth Focus On Mum 12 May

Canterbury PV, PWV, P60v Rally 13 April Canterbury Rural Run 12 May

Wellsford Monterey Park & Wellington Lady Drivers Rally 26 May

Cole Collection 14 April
South Canterbury PWV Rally 26 May

Auckland PV, PWV, P60v Rally 14 April

Wairarapa Club Captain's Run 14 April
Waikato Double Fifty Rally 1-2 June
Wanganui Annual Rally 1-3 June

Gore Swap Meet 14 April
Canterbury Irishman Rally 1-3 June

Waikato Mooloo Meander 20 April South Canterbury 10th Annual All British Day 2 June
Rotorua Twilight Run 20 April Wairarapa Winter Woollies 9 June
Central Otago Arrowtown Autumn Festival 20 April Far North Molloy Trophy 22 June
Waikato Motorcycle Swap Meet 21 April Wanganui Brass Monkey 22 June
Taranaki Maunga Moana Rally *27-28 April Waikato Brass Monkey & Night Trial 22 June
North Otago All British Day 27-28 April Banks Peninsula Balcairn Trial 30 June
North Shore Northern Raid Rally 28 April Wellington Colonial Cup 30 July
Canterbury Autumn Run 28 April Otago Auto Spectacular 6 July

*Please note this is the correct date for this rally, it has been published elsewhere incorrectly.
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THE WAY WE WERE
As recorded by Grant Hitchings

S ince my last column various club
members have provided me with
more information concerning the life

of Bob Mansbridge who featured in the last
issue. It has been interesting and I am
grateful to those who contacted me.
Perhaps the most poignant story was from
a friend who visited Bob at his home in
Christchurch. While his house was average
size it possessed a generous living area, in
the centre of which was a large cardboard
carton. Enquiring as to its use the member
was told to look inside and on doing this he
found it contained a dwarf-size easy-chair,
a small TV set and an equally small electric
heater. "Saves on heating costs" was Bob's
wry comment.

For the last few weeks I have been
Locum for Archivist Betty Wallace
who has been acting as tour guide
with the Bentley car rally currently
touring the country. I don't mind - it
gives me a chance to ferret around in
previously unexplored parts of the
Archive.

To me the Mansbridge Collection
is always irresistible and imagine my
surprise when filed under "W" r
found a photograph of a 1919 Walker
battery electric truck. I am quite
familiar with this vehicle and was
pleasantly surprised to see it includ
ed in these folders. Before retirement
I worked for Orion, a power
company that had its origins in the
Municipal Electricity Department
(MED) which was the first electric
company in Christchurch. Employing
about 140 staff, Orion has a vehicle fleet of
85, pride of place being taken by a 1919
Walker Electric Light Truck. Salvaged from
scrap, restored and now painted a bright
cherry red and black it is often seen in local
processions and festival parades. It was this
that Bob photographed and included in his
collection.

These vehicles had two battery packs
that when exhausted were either re-charged
overnight or else swapped with topped-up
units. The latter was not generally favoured
as it required lifting and moving equipment
not readily available at that time.

I have memories of a local
(Christchurch) bakery having a fleet of
these electric vehicles in van form for
bread delivery, I think in the late '40s, but
they were soon replaced with petrol
vehicles. A friend who drove for the bakery
was always bemoaning the firm's wag who
would disconnect the power supply when
charging his vehicle overnight leaving him
stranded part-way through his round the
next day.

Being in complete ignorance of the
working and construction of these vehicles,
writing this article seemed a good way to
learn about them. At this stage it may be of
interest to give a brief summary of the

development of electric power as
background to this article.

Evidently in 580BC an ancient Greek
scientist rubbed a piece of amber and then
found it attracted such things as bits of
straw and feathers which I am sure would
have impressed mum and the kids when he
arrived home that night and told them what
his day's work had accomplished.
Nevertheless his finding is acknowledged
as being the start of the world's awareness
of the future energy source we know as
electricity.

After this nothing much happened until
1831 when another scientist, Michael
Faraday (1791-1867), moved a coil of wire

towards a magnet and discovered that a
current of this same electricity was
produced in that coil. This paved the way
for the invention of the generator, electric
motor and the transformer.

Reefton, a small town on the West
Coast, then had its moment of fame. In
1888, using a newly acquired hydro-gener
ator the town became the first in New
Zealand to supply electricity to its
residents. One wonders how many of the
townsfolk saw the opportunity and put in
safekeeping their treasured ornate candle
holders, their lanterns and other now
outdated items to produce them years later
for good value at antique outlets, garage
sales, markets and swap meets.

The dry-cell battery, attributed to one
Gorges Leclanche, was first produced
commercially in 1890 and the lead-acid
accumulator charged into life in 1881.

At about the same time (circa 1890)
another milestone was passed when
Wellington became the first New Zealand
city to introduce street lighting. This was a
major step for Wellingtonians, lighting
their darkness and giving a brighter vision
for the way ahead. No longer could they
accuse their council of keeping them in the
dark - it was lights for the unlit.

Electricity came to Christchurch in
January 1903 with a local rubbish incinera
tor supplying the heat energy. Later in 1914
it switched to the hydro-electric generating
station at Lake Coleridge. This is in the
foothills inland from the city.

In the early 1900s the first electric cars
made their appearance in the USA and in
1915 EE Stark, the manager of the
Municipal Electricity Department in
Christchurch, in a bid to pasture-ise the
horse and dray and usher the Christchurch
City Council into the twentieth century (he
said), pressed for the introduction of
electric vehicles. An enthusiast, Stark was
the first to own one of tbese in that city.

At this early stage of motoring, a
vehicle of basically battery and
motor with a simple switch control
and with little mechanical knowl
edge and driving skill required from
the driver, had much to offer
compared to the horse and cart and
the petrol powered vehicles that
were still in their early stage of
development and very prone to
breakdown. The electric cars were
mechanically simple, easy to repair,
and could travel 35-60 miles a day
and be ready for the same amount of
work the next day in contrast to the
horse. They were also very robust,
clean, noiseless, fuel efficient and
pollution free.

There was one other important
reason for Stark to encourage their
use. He proposed having charging
facilities at the MED servicing the

vehicles overnight for both Council and
private owners. This would create a market
for otherwise surplus night-time power and
he considered that this power could be
charged for at a lesser rate thus benefitting
both the supply authority and the car owners.

Stark envisaged a series of charging
stations scattered around the countryside
topping-up electric vehicles thus eliminat
ing their main disadvantage -. their
restrictive range.

It seems their popularity peaked in the
early 20s when at one stage 5 I were
regularly being recharged by the MED.
Their decline appears attributable to the
great advances made in speed and opera
tion of the rival petrol-powered vehicles
brought on by developments during World
War I. Other factors were the increased
costs of the vehicles and the necessity for
greater travel distances.

The last electric vehicle operated by the
MED was the Walker truck as
photographed by Bob Mansbridge. This
was taken out of service in 1947 after
completing 200,000 miles.

In the next issue of Beaded Wheels I
hope to report on the anatomy of the
Walker electric vehicle and maybe give a
performance evaluation.



Mail
Bag

The editorial committee reserve the right to
publish. edit or refuse publication of any item
submitted as comment.
The views expressed herein arc those of the authors
and do not necessarily express the policy or views
of the Vintage Car Club of New Zealand (Inc.) or
the publishers.

Dear Sir,
I have owned a 1928 Austin 16/6

Burnham Saloon for the last 40 years. I
have just taken the engine out to attend to
diminishing oil pressure and have found
that the crankcase is cracked down all the
main bearing bolt holes and into the hole
for the camshaft.

Now I am desperately searching for
another. A local firm can cast and machine
a new one but I would have to mortgage
Fort Knox for it. This crankcase is of cast
aluminium and has eight main bearings
with the timing chain housing at the back.

The engine number is 3377L6 but I am
fairly sure that all the crankcases up to
1934 are compatible.

If anybody out there has one spare or
knows where one is I would be eternally
grateful for any information that would lead
me to one.

Victor Ward
11 Bolus Ave
Kenilworth 7708
South Africa
Phone/fax 0027 21 674 2457

Dear Sir
I have just received Beaded Wheels

FebruarylMarch issue in the post, and I
am very excited about the picture inside
the front cover. No, I can't tell you anything
about it apart from what I'm sure several
of your readers already have told you, that
the car is a 1913 Cadiliac. What has me
all a-twitter is the nearly perfect
resemblance of that Cad iliac to mine! To
be sure, mine is a 1914 model, but the
only visible difference is that the
windscreen (which itself appears to be
identical to mine) is differently supported.
In 1913 there were braces going down by
the bonnet sides, whereas in 1914 the
interior architecture of the cowl was
strengthened so that the external braces
could be deleted. One might suppose the
location must be Antipodean or British
because it has right-hand drive, but in fact
_11 1"1 I'll I I I I I' ,'1

1915, so it could as well be Portland,
Oregon, Seattle, Washington, Vancouver or
Victoria, British Columbia, as Wellington
or Hobart.

I bought mine about a year ago, from
the man who had it from the family of the
original owner. For reasons still unclear,
the car languished on blocks in a barn near
Shawnee Mission, Kansas, from 1917 until
1989, when it was sold to the man I bought
it from. With less than 14,000 miles on the
odometer it is stunningly original, down to
the original issue headlamp bulbs, sparking
plugs, coil, hood (with leather hood bag,
nobody ever keeps hood bags!) the lot!
The barn seems to have been dry, but all the
same seventy-two Kansas winters and
summers have turned the original dark
green enamel to a dull grey/black, just like
the car in your picture! Furthermore, my
car was bought for a trip through the
American Pacific Northwest and adjacent
Canada, and must have looked very much
like the pictured car, with seven people
filling it to capacity, and the running boards
piled with luggage.

It is on its own a very evocative picture,
but intensely so to me as owner of a car, so
very like the one pictured as to make it
possible to believe it is my car, in its
earlier life. (The Pacific Northwest tour took
it into Canada, which in those days took the
Union Jack as its flag, so the colours by the
left headlamp would not be inappropriate,
under the circumstances pertaining).

Vic Lane
Tai-bach, Cymdu,
L1anrhaeadr-ym-Modmant,
Powys, SY IQ OEF, Wales
Email: vhlane@aol.com)

Dear Sir.
I am searching for a Or John S Mills

from New Zeala;d. In September 1971 he
participated in a Veteran car rally around
Vienna in Austria.

Having the remains of such an Austro
Daimler car from 1927, as he had it then, I
would be most interested in getting in
contact to discuss details for a proper
reconstruction. The registration then was
YW 3477 (probably a British registration).

If you know the person I wish to get in
contact with please pass this message on.

Thomas Treul
Th.-Korner-Stre. 4
4600 Wels
Austria
Phone/fax 07242 688 47
Email: thomas.treul@liwest.at

Dear Sir,
Re: Ashburton Garages History Group.

This group is collecting any information
available about the Motor Industry in the
Ashburton District dating from the time
(approximately) when Thomas BuHock
owned the first car in Ashburton, a 1902
"curved dash" Oldsmobile until the
present day.

We would appreciate help with informa
tion about the motor garages and associated
businesses, also who owned or worked at
any garage in the Ashburton area. You may
have family or friends who have been

small, that maybe another piece of the jig
saw puzzle we are assembling.

The group will have a map finished
soon, showing all the garages in the
Ashburton Borough and later a map of the
county, both will be indexed with where the
garages are now and where they used to be.
lt is the intention of the group to print a
book in the future. As you can imagine it is
a large task to find information, when many
of the early garages were originally black
smith shops.

The History of the Ashburton Garages
was started by the late Eric Osborne, about
four - five years ago and in 200 I a commit
tee was formed to find a better system for
gathering information and recording. The
group of about 20 meet each month at the
Ashburton VCC dubrooms. It is interesting
the stories some of the mechanics have of
their times involved in the motor trade.

The group has gathered some old
photos, but still want more. The maps and
information will finally be displayed in the
Ashburton Vintage Car Club Museum and
the Ashburton Museum.

Please post any information to the
address below.

John Carter
Ashburton Garages History Group
VCCNZ - Ashburton Branch
PO Box 382
Ashburton
or phone 03 308 1574

Dear Sir,
Thanks again for another informative

read. The Banks Peninsula newsletter
contained a reference to a former Gebbies
Pass Hill Climb in which Bill Lee compet
ed in a Cooper 500. This is, I believe, my
present car and I would be please to gather
any information or photos relating to the
car in this or any other Canterbury events.

Alan Kerr (Waitemata Branch)
PO Box 34266
Birkenhead
Auckland 10

Dear Sir
The article by Maurice Hendry, Beaded

Wheels 253, was marvellous. Much rubbish
has been written about the performance
capabilities of the Bentleys of the same
period. Great to see the side set right.

Maurice is right, one such Lincoln did
travel the highways of Auckland during the
late 50s I have a 1953 Cosmopolitan
Coupe, complete and mobile with just over
94,000 miles on the speedometer.

I purchased the car December 1992
and the registration papers show
Auckland residence from November 1954
to May 1960. It was brought into the
country from Australia by the Church of
the Latter Day Saints.

Sadly it has suffered from an incompe
tent RHO conversion as well as some
excesses of the 60s and 70s. During a tlip
to the USA in 1993 I made contact with the
Road Race Lincoln Register and attended
their Rochester NY meet, becoming the
only New Zealand member. Much assis
tance was given to me with parts. A
complete Saginaw Power Assist steering



fellows. 1912 onwards these cars were
on steel spoked Sankey wheels.

I cannot help with location. Hope this
information is of use.

Wilbur Brown

Dear Sir
I am curious as to whether any other

members of the Club share my ignorance
of the origin of this saying so well known
to us all. Perhaps if it were to be included
in Beaded Wheels a few female club
members would take a more kindly attitude
toward the expression and the ones
expressing it.

Subject: Navy History
In the heyday of the sailing ship, every

ship had to have cannon for protection.
Cannon of the times required round cast
iron cannon balls. The Captain wanted to
store the cannon balls so that they could be
ready for instant use when needed, yet
would not roll around the gun deck.

The solution was to stack them in a
square based pyramid next to the cannon.

The top level of the stack had one ball,
the next level down and four, the next had
nine, the next had 16 and so on. Four levels
would provide a stack of 30 cannon balls.
The only real problem was how to keep the
bottom level from sliding out from under
the weight of the higher levels. To do this
they devised a small plate, called a monkey
with one rounded indentation for each
cannon ball in the bottom layer. When iron
was used to make this plate, the cannon
balls would rust to the plate. As a result
these plates were made of brass to prevent
this problem thus the name "brass monkey"

When temperature falls, brass contracts
in size faster than iron. As it got cold on the
gun decks, the indentations in the brass
monkey would get smaJler than the iron
cannon balls they were holding. If the
temperature got cold enough, the bottom
layer would pop out of the indentation
spilling the entire pyramid over the deck.
Thus it was quite literally "cold enough to
freeze the balls off a brass monkey."

And all this time some of you thought
we were talking dirty'

CB Sheldon

PISTONS, VALVES, HEAD GASKETS
TIMING GEARS, MORSE CHAINS

ENGINE BEARINGS
GEORGE CALDER LIMITED

307 HOON HAY ROAD, CHRISTCHURCH
PH 03 338 5372 FAX 03 338 54il2

VINTAGE &CLASSIC
ENGINE PARTS

Dear Sir
Re: The photo of the Rover Car, inside

cover of Beaded Wheels No 253.
Having rebuilt one of these Rovers

(1911) and now rebuilding my second
Rover (1913) maybe I can help with the
details of the car.

1 believe the Rover is one of the first of
this series, a late 1911 or early 1912 Clegg
12hp.
1. The headlamps were low down on the

chassis. These got higher as the model
progressed.

2. Gas headlamps. Late 1912 most of
these cars were on electric lamps.

3. No ventilation flute on the cowl.
4. No flutes on the bonnet.
5. Most imoortant. this car is on wheels

Dear Sir
My late Uncle Allan often

spoke to me about a very rare
car that he thought belonged to
someone around the Long Point
area of the Catlins. It was a
"Stork Kar".

I remember him quoting the
spelling as "Kar" and the
emblem was a stork bird. It was
only lately when my son gave
me an old copy of the
Encyclopedia of Motorcars
edited by GN Georgano that I
found any information on this
car. They were only made
between 1919 and 1921 and
were a large touring car with a
Lycoming 4 cylinder engine.
How such a rare car came to
New Zealand is a real mystery

but perhaps more than one came to these
shores. Does anyone remember the name
or have they heard of this make before?
The last of this car my Uncle saw was the
radiator lying behind Brownlie's garage in
Owaka. Owaka in the late 1940s early
1950s was home to many rare old cars as
they were cheap to buy. The names Moon,
Flint, Swift, Bean, Chandler, Gray all set
me on the path to my interest in old cars
but the "Stork Kar" I would have loved to
see.

Mel R. Tapp
Warepa Park
RD3
Balclutha

I have replaced all cups, seals and
hoses, flushed the system with methylated
spirits and replaced the silicon fluid with
Dot 4. It seems that one has to use special
seals and hoses for silicon fluid. If there is
any doubt, soak a new seal in the silicon
fluid for a period of time and compare
with a new, dry seal for any swelling in

size before installation to
ensure compatibility. Take
advice from your brake
specialist if you are using
silicon fluid because all seals
are not compatible.

More information can be
gleaned from the internet
"silicon brake fluid."

Bill Janes

.:~'.

Dear Sir
Here are before and after photos of a

1915 Autocar model 21 UF which I bought
off Southwards Museum earlier last year.
No one is certain of the history of this truck
but ,it had been at Southward's for 20 or
more years and it may have come from
Wairarapa or Hawkes Bay.

I would appreciate it if you could
publish these photos to see if there is a
reader who may know the history.

Bill Richardson
PO Box 1104
Invercargill

Dear Sir
I offer the following as a caution to

those who are not aware of this potential
problem. Recently, I had total clutch failure
and on later inspection, almost total brake
failure on my MGA.

I isolated the problem to the master
cylinder (combined brake and clutch).
Upon dis-assembly I found that the silicon
brake fluid that I was using had caused the
cup seals to swell and protrude into the two
fluid supply holes in the master cylinder.
When the brake or clutch was used a small
piece of rubber was sheared off the seal,
eventually forming a groove, which
allowed fluid to by-pass the piston. I also
inspected the wheel cylinder cups and these
were also swollen and soft. The brake
hoses were closed uo to the extent that it

were shipped home. With this, along with
new suspension bushes it tnlly is a fine
handling car for one of its type.

These cars are not often for sale in the
USA. Popular for their easy horsepower,
good handling and obvious luxury, they are
tightly held by the locals.

Peter Cooke



Text and photos jack Whittaker

Jack's father Fred Whillaker beside the original
car at Oratia after it was successfully driven
from Takapuna to Oratia.

Jack Whittaker has recently received correspondence informing him of the

whereabouts of a car which he built some 50 years ago, Evan Fray, the current

owner, has told Jack ''The only things that have changed are the colour and

the upholstery. I did fit a different dash but still have the original gauges and

the switches. For years I wondered why it had an altimeter fitted. I tried many

times to get it to leave the ground to see if it actually worked ...

Jack's memory was sparked into life and the story of the little cars original

creation is recorded here.

Ray Martin (Charlie's son), who went with me
on the first long tryout trip, giving the car an
nffpr,innnfp 1'11Y10rnllllntl1'....J nnf fnr lnZ>ino IJ(; un

were repeated so the car history had indeed
been colourful. I drove the car back toward
Oratia around the harbour and up through
Henderson Valley. Reaching what is now
called Pine Avenue, the car's rattles became
worse and the starter motor fell off. With
good luck on my side, I successfully got
back to Oratia.

A fast learning curve
Well, the motor rattled badly, the main

offenders being the timing gears which
Charlie Martin at the Glen Eden Garage,
replaced for the sum of £12/0/1 Od. Charlie
probably did other work for that charge (I
think this included replacing the main
bearings and maybe a valve grind). The
engine ran somewhat better after this and
without doubt Charlie had tried to keep the
price down.

Putting the ideas together
Upon further examination, this did not

seem an appealing car to me in its CUlTent
condition with rust in the floor pan. I pulled
it to pieces, with a complete rebuilding
project in mind. Is there a saying about
fools rushing in where angels fear to tread?
The main body section and doors were
discarded but J saved the bonnet, front

W hy would a 17 year old who has
no car building experience, has
never seen anyone else build a

car and does not know of anyone who has
built a car, embark on such a project? The
answer is simply the motivation of a desire
to do so, using imagination, figuring it out
and getting on with the job. J doubt that
anyone today, would attempt such a task in
such circumstances and with such an
appalling lack of tools to work with. Power
tools on that job? Nil. Shortages during and
immediately after the war years created
necessity for effort in many ways driven by
need and I think that in those times people
were also innovators and tried to achieve
goals of all sorts.

The first step
J bought a 1931 Austin 7 metal bodied

short wheel base saloon car (which as it
happens was a fairly rare model) from the
Malcolm Service Station at Takapuna in
early 1951. The car had a 1929 motor and
gearbox, which was not original. Being not
long after the end of World War n, cars
were at that time very hard to get. Even so I
probably paid too much for it at £90, which
was to me a small fortune of hard saved
cash. The car had 21 previous owners listed

-, :..;-..-
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The very first of the timber underfloor members
in place.
~~~



A yourhful John Whillaker drivillg rhe car at
an AlIckland Car Club gymkhana or Clevedon
circa /953.
Below: Jack Whitwker rook this photo of Bruce
McLaren and his car at the same Auckland event.

The instruments shown. show the altimeter on
the left of the panel and the ex-Cawlina
switches on the right.

The car interior as photographedfi'om the loft
of the shed where an enthusiastic John
Whittaker rack led his project.

When the body framework was all built
the car was mobile and I drove it around
and up Shaw Road and back. I still recall a
showery spring day with alternate spells of
showers and sun, and getting myself quite
wet on the adventure.

Body panelling
The question was now, how to cover and

panel the body?
One option I suppose, would have been

aluminium sheeting; another alternative,
ply and wood veneer. Then my thoughts
turned to getting it done by a sheet metal
worker as I had not the experience or
expertise for the metal sheathing, and who
else but Alick Dracevich at Glen Eden. (I
believe that I do spell his name correctly)

I drove the car down to Alick's
workshop. He took a look at it and said he
would do it for me. His experienced and
trained eye spotted a very small irregularity
in one spot of the rear panel curve, which I
had not noticed. About three swipes of a
spoke shave plane quickly cured that minor
detail and 1 took the car back again to await
the panelling work.

Dad had just remarried and Grace, my
stepmother, obtained some material for me
to recover the bucket seats. I sewed it all up
on a tiny hand sewing machine and it did
not look at all bad either. I obtained carpet
as a throw out from the TEAL flying boats
(Tasman Empire Airways Ltd. at
Mechanics Bay: a forerunner of Air New
Zealand). The switches for the dash panel
were ex Catalina flying boats as was the
fuse arrangement. I think 1 also put in a
solenoid for the starter wiring. An altimeter
was sourced from the instrument section at
TEAL. This was fitted where a speedo
might have been installed. A small air
bleed hole was drilled through the altime
ter casing and it was connected to the inlet
manifold and measured vacllum suction. I
mounted the switches on a piece of ex
aircraft duralium and polished it.

to form the basis of the proposed new car,
which at this stage was a figment of my
imagination. I visualised a two seater
sports car with a lower profile, a lowered
radiator and bonnet line perhaps like some
of the sports cars I had seen pictured in old
pre-war English Autocar and Motor
magazines. I certainly could not build an
SS Jaguar out of a demolished Austin 7,
but to make something did appear as a
challenge, which needed to be taken up.

Pictorial beginnings and getting
started

The big shed in Carter Road, Oratia was
where I built the car (the same shed doors
are still on the same shed). I built the car
behind those doors and wheeled it out on
many occasions to work on it, to get a
better perspective of the project, and to
imagine my car as it to progressed. 1
designed the car in my head as I went
along. 1 spent many hours at weekends,
perodically sitting on a nail box and trying
to figure out the design, how to do it and
what to use. I probably occasionally made
a few freehand sketches on a piece of fibro
lite (yes the dreaded blue asbestos stuff) or
a scrap of paper.

Work in progress
I lowered the radiator by some four

inches. I reused the bonnet and front
mudguards. The original fuel tank was
built into a timber framework to match the
scuttle design height. (I trust that nobody
has ever thought of trying to remove that
petrol tank!) I obtained a windscreen and
frame from Autoparts car wreckers in
Newton Road. This was calculated to be a
close match to the appropriate bonnet
curve and size. Maybe it was from a
Morris 8 or something similar. I obtained
some rear mudguards off a 1928 or '29
Austin Seven from Laurie Mitchell for
around £ I0, as the rear guards from the
original car were quite useless and unsuit
able. The speedo was unserviceable, so it
was discarded.

Dad was building a house at Titirangi
for my Aunt Amy Gibson and to form the
driveway a couple of kauri trees had to be
cut. Dad had them milled for boxing as
they were juvenile trees and the timber was
nearly all sapwood. This sap kauri, when
air dried, was light and stringy and
appeared useful for framework and good
for holding screw fixings. I used heart
kauri from old saved timber for the floor
framework, the wheel arches and the
places likely to get wet. Dad obtained a
sheet of marine bonded ply from
Henderson and Pollard and donated it to
the project. I used this for the floor pan. This
also formed the firewall, which I sheathed
on the engine side with aluminium.

Brass or hot dipped galvanised screws
were used in all possible places. I liberally
drenched the sap kauri framing in a
mixture of Metalex and kerosene to
preserve it from water and consequent rot.

I also obtained an offcut of Blue
Linette, the very latest Formica left over
from Aunt Amy's house, this was used for
the dashboard. The brass door hinges from



Making great if slow progress
I seem to recall the car being at

Dracevich's for some nine months before it
was completed. The job had dragged on
because there were apparently always more
urgent jobs to be done. My job was fitted
between insurance and other repair jobs.
After a lot of waiting, eventually Alick
Dracevich did complete the job and painted
the car. A beautiful job he did too, in
sparkling Dulux "Bandarillo Red".

By now the car was costing money for
this work, which was more than I had
bargained for, but the job was good. At
£265 as I recall, I reeled somewhat, but
Alick said "the price of a job is soon
forgotten but the quality of the work lingers
on". Well, I do remember the price, but he
did a first rate job and indeed, the quality
of his work did linger on.

Finishing details
Before fitting up the interior linings,

reinstalling the seats etc, I liberally coated
all the interior and underside of the steel
panel work in "Fishoilene", it was saturated
and painted wherever I could get paint on.

Getting t.he hood made was a puzzle to
me, but Alick had helped out wit.h some
clips for the windscreen and suggested I go
to Armstrong Upholsterers who were, I
think, in Federal Street in Auckland. They
made the hood and sidescreens. They also
supplied the hood bows, which were
formed from electrical conduit piping or
similar material.

The car did not go quite as well as I
wished, so I had a new radiator core made
and installed, fitted a new Zenith updraught
carburettor, aligned and smoothed the inlet
and exhaust manifold but the engine still
did not run as expected. Out came the
mot.or for more work.

Phil Price did an excellent job on the
motor for me, getting the crankshaft
ground :md the big end bearings remet
alled. With the crankshaft balanced, engine
rebored and with Phi! 's painstaking
reassembly, (he seems to recall that he had
the crankshaft out four times before he had
it "running right") - now we were really in
business! The motor ran like the proverbial
Swiss watch. People commented that it did
not even sound like an Austin 7. New
gearbox bearings were fitted too.

Time to enjoy a now reliable car
I ran the car on the then new BP

"Viscostatic" multigrade oil from that time
on and always treated it with great care
until warmed up. This multigrade oil was
then a revolutionary new product. The
motor did not burn oil or smoke at all at
that time and continued to run beautifully. I
could do 63 miles per hour in top gear on a
flat road, and the car would happily cruise
endlessly at anything up to that speed
without a sign of stress. In second gear the
car seemed to want to go from 10 mph
upwards, 42 mph still in second was no
trouble. It did not object at all to revving
and seemed to like it. The deficiency was
being able to stop. The old cable Austin
brakes were inadequate. Problems with
kingpins were sorted out by Peter Parkin,
who worked at the DSIR. And now I had a

Evan Fray with the Austin. Evan recalls "/
painted it white many years ago and now that
you mention it, / hall a great deal of trouble
stopping the red from leaching through the paint.
/t went many shades o/pink before finally
turning white."

Motoring through the Karekare Valley in /952.

All on a small scale, tent and car at Tahunanui
Beach, Nelson.

The car proved utterly reliable. A trip to
Karekare on the west coast was made down
an appalling road, followed by another to
New Plymouth over the then notorious
Mount Messenger. Next it was the South
Island, over the Takaka Hill to Golden Bay,
down the West Coast until the road ran out
near Fox Glacier, over the Sout.hern Alps to
Canterbury and along the east coast.
Another trip to the South Island took in the
newly opened Homer Tunnel to Milford,
after visiting Wanaka and Queenstown.
Roads in that area at that time were
appalling. On the way home, after the ferry
crossing to Wellington we ran into a strong
head wind all the way to Bulls and could
not get out of second gear! Mercifully, the
wind was avoided after the road turned at
Bulls and we seemed to motor easily all the
rest of the way to Oratia, arriving around
Wpm despite the slow trip as far as Bulls.

With careful use of the vacuum indicat-

550 miles of travelling on a mere nine
gallons of fuel, which worked out to be 63
miles per gallon. I was certainly delighted
with the way the car performed. All this
was with a two bearing crankshaft engine
with a simple oil jet lubrication system for
the big end bearings. Those early model
crankshafts are known as the "bent hairpin"
in present day Austin circles. Those cars
could be driven fast and hard BUT care was
still needed from a mechanically sympathet
ic and understanding driver

Appraisal and vision in hindsight
To design and build a "one off' is

usually something that leaves room for
improvement. I think there were a couple
of details that could have been altered.
One mistake was that I had not allowed
enough room for rear spring settlement
with the car loaded. More room was
needed for tyre clearance.

This has obviously been corrected by
the later owner Evan Fray, with a reduction
in wheel rim size to 17 inch.

I certainly had a lot of fun in the build
ing, creation and use of the little car. After
getting beyond the teething bothers, I used
it for four years going to the South Island
twice. If there is a moral to the story, it
must be that persistence pays off in the end.

Further historical events and
recollections

I sold the car at the end of 1955, just
before I left for England and Europe, to a
chap who worked with Charlie Martin at
the Service Station in Glen Eden. I think he
paid me £320 from memory, which I think
was then quite a good price. He of course
knew the car intimately as he saw it
regularly when I called in for petrol and he
knew the car history fuJJy. The car still
looked good, with the shiny red paint work
which I had polished and polished with
solid wax floor polish, I think it was
"Queen Bee" or some name like that. The
car was also still running like a bird when I
sold it thanks to a magnificent job of work
Phil Price had done on the motor some four
years earlier. I must have travelled at least
50,000 miles in the Austin and competed in
the Auckland Car Club Gymkhanas on
several occasions. I gave it a few valve
grinds in that period and was fastidious
about oil changes and the car was greased
regularly and often. Other than that regular
maintenance, it ran without any troubles at
all for all that time.

After I sold it, the car sat under a
concrete ten"ace/patio of a house in Glen
Eden for a few years and the fellow's wife
used it, or at least that was the idea. Evan
Fray subsequently bought it from him.
Evan fell in love with the car but sold it,
then I believe bought it back from the
person he had sold it to as he could not
bear to part with the car. We met Evan and
Barbara at a Vintage truck camp-out
weekend at River Head Forest about 1971,
he said he had an Austin 7, and further,
produced a photograph of it .. " myoid car!

He said it then looked a mess and wanted
to clean it up before I had a look at it. That
was some thirty years ago and he has now
cleaned i~ u~ ...It s~ms that building that car
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TYRES

Veteran • Vintage • Classic • Modern •
Clip,on Whitewalls, Tubes & Rust,Bands.

If your car was built last century chances
are that we can get the right tyre for it.
Please note that although limited quantities of Veteran and Vintage tyres

are held in stock, most are ordered on an indent basis.

New Zealand Motor Distributors (Wellington) Limited
406-412 Cuba Street, Lower Hutt, New Zealand.

PO Box 38-820, PetoneMail Centre
Phone: 64 04 566 5500, Facsimile 64 04 566 5505

Email: sales@cartyres.co.nz

Freephone: 0800 80 TYRE (8973)
For all our t re re uirements

MICHELlN



Capt ("Dapper Dave") de c.
Richardson, Post-War Canterbury

sporting motorist, reflects on the

Mechanisation of Field Artillery

in the Commonwealth Forces.

(H.M.S.a. 2s. 6d.)

•In
TRACI{PRINTS

the sands of time,

Member of a Mounted Battery. Possibly the Author. Poona, India, J938.

HORSE-DRAWN ARTILLERY

D raught" was what pulled artillery along. Hence, I
suppose "draught horses". Don't ask me why. In the
British Empire (of glorious memory) the artillery

stopped being pulled by draught horses when the supply of'
animals ran out. The type of horse which drew field artillery
was known as the "Light Vanner". By 1936 more light vans
in Britain were powered by Nuftield than by Neddy, which
sped up the process of "mechanisation" and spared countless
animals from the horrors of war. An example of this animal
suffering was given in South Africa between 1899 and 1902,
where two-hundred thousand British Commonwealth horses
died in a war which claimed the lives of about five thousand
of our soldiers.

On the European continent, where road' transport was general
ly less developed between the world wars, there was still a
supply of horses. They drew most of the field guns of the
Germans and their allies.

Not very many years ago the hard core of New Zealand
gunners had joined their Regiment when it was horse-drawn.
There exist impressive group photographs which show them,
although not astride their means of traction and transp0l1,
wearing beautiful shiny riding-boots and smartly turned out in
appropriate equestrian uniform.

EARLY GUN TRACTORS
Until 1940 horse teams, hired from contractors or lent by

patriotic owners for the duration of their training camps, pulled
the eighteen-pounders of New Zealand's enthusiastic but
under-strength Territorial units. Regiments of the Mother

unhappily wedded to uncertain Morris six-wheelers or dependent
on the reliability of the "Dragon" (an up-market "bren-gun
carrier"), thus comprehensively combining the disadvantages of
track and wheel with the advantages of neither.

Perhaps fortunately, the logistics of this lot became the
problem of the Germans who stumbled over them at Dunkink.
They also got the hermaphrodite eighteen pounders re-baneled
as twenty-five's. The ineffectiveness of these guns had been due
more to the failure of wireless communications than to their less
than-satisfactory specification.

The unlucky Germans also acquired the medium (lrtillery of
lumbering sixty pounders, towed by sawn-off superannuated
medium tanks from the nineteen-twenties. They must have
melted all this down as none of it appeared again, even in Russia.
'Fhe Empire's worst loss at Dunkirk was that of the excellent 3.7
heavy anti-aircraft and 40 mm Bofors guns with their tractors.

THE FiElD ARTILLERY TRACTOR
"Just-in-Time" for the desert campaigns came the "Field

ArtiJJery Tractor" or "Quad", the only successful British tractor
designed specifically for field artillery. With traction on all four
of its large wheels, it was agile across country, robust and
reliable. It had an excellent winch and was provided with chains,
scotches and cables which enabled it to get its gun and crew in
and out of every difficulty created by terrain, climate or human
ingenuity. It was always driven as fast as the ground or the
preceeding vehicle would allow. It had a roomy interior for the
detachment of seven to share sociably and not uncomfortably
with ome of the first-line ammunition. Wide doors allowed
rapid entry and exit and the crew was humanely protected within



and sheet iron, were lashed on the outside. Generally "turtle-backed"
the Quad came in slightly varying form. Engines varied more widely.
If the side-valve Morris lacked the power of the larger Chevrolet, it
was less difficult to maintain and certainly less of a mechanic's
nightmare than the more difficult to get at Ford Vee-Eight.

OTHER ARTILLERY VEHICLES
"Quads" were around until fairly recently. I have somewhere

seen a photo of one towing a house in Christchurch. There
have been survivors too of the heavier artillery
tractors. Many of us would be happy to

recall the excellencies of th~~~;~~~I!~~magnificent AEC "Matador"
which drew the medium (4.5 -
5.5 inch) and anti-aircraft
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UK-based, The Automobile is the only
international magazine devoted exclusively
to pre-1960 cars and commercial vehicles.

Every issue packed with articles by leading
motoring journalists and old-car experts.

Profiles vehicles from all corners of the
world, including New Zealand, and

contains informative technical articles and
restoration features.

The Automobile is now available on
subscription in New Zealand at £59 for 12

issues.
• save $$s on the news-stand price
• pay by credit card
• delivered by airmail 'in the month of issue.

For information and a free sample copy contact:

Douglas Ormrod, 56 Whitehaven Road, Glendowie,
Auckland. Phone or fax 09 575 4879
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(3.7 inch) guns. One wouldn't like to dwell to long, though, on the
deficiencies of the bren-gun carrier although there can only be kind
words for the Austin, Bedford Chevrolet (and Commer?) trucks
which carried or towed antitank and light anti-aircraft guns into
battle as well as hauling up all the ammunition. The American
trucks and cars, well, that is another story. Do we have a volunteer
to tell it? rm

Quad towing trailer and 25 p(J;
Note: gun platform on top of trailer. It could also go on the quad roof

On short journeys it clamped beneath the gun. It was invaluable in
giving the gun rapid traverse through 360 degrees. Note
also: water "chuggle" onfront bumper, useful domestic

material. jerricans etc on back. Ammunition is carried
in the trailer and inside the vehicle (about 170

rounds, mostly HE = high explosive).
Gun Sergeant's (No 1) egress was through roof

hatch via nearside wing to run ahead of the still
rapidly-nUJving equipment and guide it on to its

gun-marker. Other travellers used the wide
doors on

either side. The
tractor was not

armoured. It had
enough weight to

carry as it was!

Classic Tyres
for all Veteran Vintage & Classic Cars 1888-1970
DUNLOP, AVON, LESTER, UNIVERSAL, EXCELSIOR, DEN MAN,
FIRESTONE, COKER CLASSIC &; DIMENSION IV RADIALS etc,

also Dunlop racing tyres.

Ci8 Tread 021103 Tread wa Tread
DUNLOP wire wheels, splines, knock-on caps, spokes and rims for

HEALEY, JAGUAR, MG, MORGAN, RILEY, TRIUMPH, ETe. White wall trims

Contact PETER WOODEND 8 ~
Ph 07 571 5525 • Fax 07 571 5526

Mobile 025 605 4040 PO Box 2245, Tauranga
Email.:classic_tyres~wave.co.nz



Duncan
RUTHERFORD

Tex ohn 5tickney
Photos scanned from coe.ies .and originals by Denis Le eren

CUlling firewood.

40hp WolseLeyal Leslie Hills 1908

Notable car collector Duncan

Rutherford was interviewed for the
Nelson Branch newsletter,

Crankcase, by John Stickney. That

original article is republished here
giving readers a small insight into
the world of one of North
Canterbury's prominant motoring

personalities.

D uncan confesses that his interest in
cars probably started with his
birth. His Father had many fine

cars but did not keep any for long - he had
a young son who would rectify this. On
31 January 1909 the family Alldays &
Onions was the first car over the newly
constructed Hanmer River bridge (the
approaches had not yet been built and it
was pushed up using boards.) 68 years later
the same car, with Duncan at the wheel was
the first over the old bridge's concrete
replacement.

After the AlIdays & Onions had
completed normal use as a car, she was
used on the farm, Leslie Hills Station, not
just to go and carry back firewood, but
belts were placed on the rear wheels after
the axle was jacked up to drive a sawbench.

The body was removed from the car and
placed in a stable so she could carry more
wood. In 1928 the old car joined it's body
in the stable, but in 1930 Duncan's father
gave it to him for his 12th birthday and he
proceeded to drive it over the Leslie Hills
and neighbouring properties. Unlike most
young men Duncan did not wreck cars, far
from it, he helped preserve them long
before it was fashionable, which is
witnessed by the fine original condition of
the Alldays & Onions today, and also his
preservation of a 1910 Saunderson &
Giffkins tractor, of 14 litres capacity, when
he was still at school in the 1930's. He



Into Lake Bryndwr at about 60mph

Saunderson & Giffkins tractor at Leslie Hills

Saunderson & Giffkins headillg for Culverden
with load of wool.

31 January 1909, the first car 011 Hallmer
bridge.

Speeds in the gears? "God knows how
much in first, she just span the wheels,
second 90mph and she did 131 mph at
Wigram in top, not pushing it". Her last
outing was one for Veteran racing cars near
Timaru where Duncan had a good race
against a Cooper Bristol, which he was
able to "kill" on the straights but the
Cooper caught up under brak.ing. Duncan
finished the duel with a spin.

The initial interest in Lycoming was
fuelled by his interest in aviation - he
owned an Auster for four years and a
Cessna for 39 years. I understand that this
means of transport came in very useful
when by bad luck he lost his licence. He
passed an unmarked Ministry of Transport
Holden in his Porsche Carrera, but the
traffic cop was able to read his number
plate when Duncan slowed down to go
through Amberley and traffic cop held his
80 mph. Duncan was able to travel where
he needed to go by carrying a Velo Solex in
his aircraft. It used to take him as long to
get into Christchurch from Harewood on
the Velo Solex as it took him to get to
Harewood in the Cessna.

Duncan has always been a preserver of
his fine collection of over 200 vehicles.
The collection started with vehicles that
were sold by Amuri Motors, of which he
was a director for 26 years. They mainly
sold Standards, Dodges and Studebakers
but also sold Delages, Sunbeams and
AlIdays & Onions. The collection of
Standards is probably second to none,
while he has about 12 Dodges and 12
Studebakers. He is lack.ing a Delage, while
I was interested to hear that Ses England
has his father's old Sunbeam. How did you
miss out on that Duncan?

I was interested to hear that his old
racing Citroen is now in the Citroen
museum. I would Uke to say what a pleas
ure it has been to interview Duncan for this
article and it is incredible how he can
remember so many interesting details about
all his vehicles.

Thank you Duncan III

jacked the massive beast out of the ground,
where she had sunken and built a shelter
over her and poured a mixture of oil and
kerosene into her cylinders.

As soon as he was able Duncan started
on his adventure with some more modern
vehicles such as a 1929 Austin 7 fabric
saloon, a brand new 1936 ES2 Norton (one
of his favourites), a 1929 Standard Nine
fabric bodied saloon as well as other
convertible Standards and Singers.

Then Duncan got serious with a Citroen
Light 15 drophead, when he fitted twin
carbs, folded the windscreen flat and went
racing, putting up some very good perform
ances. The car's advanced suspension
meant that he could handle the bumpy
Tahuna circuit better than most. He told me
that he had two ambitions when racing.
The first was to enjoy himself, which I am
sure he always did, and the second was to
finish in running order, which he almost
always did. I gather that he had some good
races against Ian Archibald, who was
racing his mother's Citroen, which was a
saloon. Duncan had the advantage of lower
weight and less frontal area. (The car - not
the driver, Ed!) The Citroen was also
Duncan's everyday cm' and as he felt that
racing was quite a burden on it he
purchased a midget which had Ford
running gear and fitted a Willys Jeep motor.
He ran this vehicle in hillcUmbs and at
various race meetings, and to obtain more
power he supercharged the engine. One day
at a meeting near Christchurch he went
over a bank at about 60 mph and landed
upside down in Lake Bryndwyr. He closed
the throttle before hitting the water, so little
damage was done to the motor. It was
going again soon after. He said that he only
went into the lake to top up the battery. The
handling of this vehicle was best described
as 'tricky'.

In 1954 Duncan bought the Hec Green
manufactured RA3, which was a 1938 Fiat
1100 special, still with the Fiat engine,
transmission and suspension which was
quite advanced, which it surely needed to
be. The first major change was the fitting of
the supercharged Willys engine out of the
old midget, but greater things were to come.

Back in those days Lycoming aircraft
engines had to be returned to the United
States for reconditioning when they had
completed their allowed number of hours
of operation, and Duncan was able to
purchase one for £150 as it's time had
expired, the £150 being the cost of the
recondition. As the engine bay of the RA3
was quite wide, there was room for the
horizontally opposed aircraft engine which
drove through David Brown reduction
gears reversed and a International
Harvester 110 truck gearbox (only three
speeds) and then to a differential from a
1929 Plymouth fitted with as high ratio
crown wheel and pillion from an Austin
A90. What sort of gearing did this result
in? On one trip to the base of the Lewis
Pass and back, he was fi'nding the cornering
a little difficult - when he looked at the rev
counter it was showing a full 2,000 rpm -
01"\ __~L



T he year 2001 was important for the King Country Branch
of the Vintage Car Club of New Zealand. With only 40
members, it is one of the smaller branches of our club, and

in 200 I we celebrated 25 years of existence, after previously being
a sub-branch of Taupo for several years. Some members in those
early years travelled regularly to Taupo to attend the monthly
meetings. The present secretary, Neville Chapman, was one of
them. He then became the first secretary of the King Country
Branch, a position he held for a couple of years. After a break of
several years from the Vintage car scene due to work and family
commitments, he has renewed his interest in Vintage vehicles and
taken up the position of secretary again. The first meeting of our
branch was held in October 1976, making Labour weekend 2001
the ideal time for our 25th Birthday. With the Branch's main rally,
the Journey Through Time, usually held about two weeks before
Labour Weekend, the logical outcome was to run the two occasions
into one.

The Journey Through Time, has grown in popularity with neigh
bouring branches. This year a record 81 vehicles came from
Manawatu, Hawkes Bay, Northland, Rotorua, Taranaki,
Wellington, South Waikato, Waikato and Gisbome, to name a few.
This included the Veteran tour group from Manawatu led by Rob
Knight and the Hawkes Bay Safari group. The National President
Leigh Craythorne and her husband Tony had flown up from
Christchurch to attend the weekend.

The rally started on the Saturday with a tour around the town,
following the scenic route signs, and including a few gymkhana
type activities, w,hich called for some skilful driving. After the
evening meal, many people went on a 20 minute trip to see thePeter HasteLow's 1967 VoLkswagen Microbus traveLLing on the Raurimu to

-- . - .

Journey hn



Rod and Scarlet McKenzie, 1930 Ford A, travelling aI/the Raurimu
Kaitieke Road.

Vintage cars travelling across Dobb '05 Bluff at Whakahora. There is visible
damaged to the fence from rock falls.

Above: Des and Phyllis Cornwall, 1930 Graham-Paige 615, travelling
over the Kawautahi Saciclle.
Left main: Len ancl Lew Browell, 1928 Standard Exmouth, on the swing
bridge over the Retaruke Stream.
Left inset: GeojJand Diane Quarrie, 1931 Chevrolet Sedan, participating
i/1 the gymkhal/a event, rolling a ball through a pipe.

Text and photos Norma Dougherty

•Ime
Kakahi. They were amazed at the magnificent display of the glow
worms, which lined both sides of the cutting up to several metres
high in places. Original'ly the railway line was to be used to trans
port logs from Kakahi to Taupo but the bridge over the Whakapapa
River, just below where the glow worms live, became very difficult
to maintain when used by logging trucks and more than one bridge
was washed out in floods.

On Sunday the Journey Through Time commenced. This year
the theme was Milk and Cream runs. The first dairy factory had
been situated at Piriaka, just south of Taumaranui and the route
followed SH 4 past the remains of the old factory, then up Piriaka
Hill towards Owhango, where da,iry fanning is still done today.
After travelling through the picturesque Owhango Domain,
entrants ventured through native bush to view the mighty
Whakapapa River. Not all were able to identify the purpose of the
steel ring set in to a massive rock. (An anchor for winch ropes used
to pull logs across the river). The route then continued south on
SH 4 through farmJand to the base of the Raurimu Hill, turned left
and went in to visit the small village of Raurimu. In its heyday
during the 1920s Raurimu was a thriving town with a population of
over 1,000. It contained boarding houses, tearooms, shops and
boasted a movie theatre and high school but no pubs as the King
Country was a dry area. However a disastrous fire in December
1925 destroyed most of the town. Today there are only a few
holiday homes but Raurimu is still well known for its railway
engineering masterpiece, the famous Raurimu Spiral, on the main
trunk line, which can be seen in the distance.

After leaving Raurimu and crossing over SH 4, the smooth
roads were left behind. Using one of the routes that the aId solid-

__ -.l _1 L __1 1 •.. L • I •
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Lunch over, it was off on the return trip, retracing the route

around the bluffs towards the Retaruke area again, then veering left
onto the Kawautahi Road. This road is now an alternative route into
this isolated area. The main road into Kaitieke is tarsealed all the
way, and has a very steep hill, but was not used on the Journey (too
easy?) The Kauwautahi Road provides views of several waterfalls
and many remains of old homesteads and gardens to view, plus an
old school building. The land is well utilised with sheep, cattle and
deer farms. At the end of the valley the road changed to metal again
and wound its way up and through a lovely native bush reserve and
over the Kawautahi Saddle and out on to flatter land near
Owhango, before turning towards Hikumutu. This road followed

along a valley for quite
some time before
becoming very narrow
and winding, as it
wound its way over a
steep hillside covered
in plantations of young
pines, arranged in rows
on the steep rugged
hillsides. Eventually
Hikumutu Road
descended into the well
farmed land of the
Hikumutu Valley. The
joy of a tarsealed road
was short lived, as the
route turned on to
Makokomiko Road,
before rejoining SH 4
at Piriaka, and return
ing to Taumarunui.

The 25th Birthday
and Journey Dinner,
with over 180 diners,
tested the Taumarunui
Cosmopolitan Club's

facilities. Neville Chapman, assisted by Barbara, his wife, cut the
birthday cake. For many members, it was also the first occasion for
them to meet and be addressed by National President Mrs Leigh
Craythorne. Mr Frank Maxwell, Chairman of the Taupo Branch,
spoke on behalf of the Branch.

Although essentially a non-competitive Journey, without time
controls, or set average speeds, entrants do have to stay observant,
with many questions to answer. As an example, the number of
Native Bush Reserves on the route had to be counted (Answer 14).
Local knowledge was no advantage, as many of the locals had not
been into the area. With very good local sponsorship, the prizes
were well spread out among most categories. !;I

,,4,
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farming areas, the Journey participants wound their way through
native bush clad hills and valleys to a rest stop at the Kaitieke Hall.
Now reverted to beef and sheep farming Katieke in it's dairy days
was quite a busy community. There remain the sites of abandoned
homesteads, with gardens still noticeable and a number of uninhab
ited homes. Kaitieke has a community which is keen on horse
activities and they have their own Pony Club and Polocrosse teams.
Polocrosse originated in this area. They also have an annual sports
day where wood chopping is still a major event along with horse
jumping. After a short break at the school and hall, it was off again,
down towards the Retaruke district. After reaching the monument
at the intersection of the Upper Retaruke Road, the route turned
down Lower Retaruke
Road, following the
Retaruke Stream to
Whakahoro. The
wilderness of the King
Country is really
evident as you travel
through the Retaruke
Valley, with the golden
kowhai trees in full
flower clinging to the
steep hillsides, and
stands of native bush
about the muddy stream
at the base of the valley.
The road is cut along
several papa bluffs,
rather wet with potholes
from recent rain. The
bases of several bluffs
have wire netting fences
to stop rocks continual
ly falling on to the road.
After several miles of
this very old road, the
morning's Journey
ended with a crossing of a swing bridge on to the farm of Richard
and Rachel Steele at Whakahora. Their home, on the junction of the
Retaruke Stream and the Whanganui River, was established by the
pioneering Lacy family, who accessed the area from the river boats.
The Whanganui River could be viewed a short distance away, and
the remains of the weirs can still be seen. These were built to give
sufficient depth of water for the boat<; to get up the river. There was
time to enjoy the quietness of the countryside and view the scenery,
and to look around the large gardens of the original Lacy Homestead,
now redeveloped by the current owners. Ivan Rusling, a long time
local resident, gave a short talk on the history of the area, and
answered many interesting questions.

RESULTS First Entry

Vintage Ralph and Joan Bennett, Rotorua 1938 Buick 8

1 Roger and Carolyne Anderson, Napier 1928 Ford Model A Furthermost Away Entrant
2 Rick Duly and Carol Fraser, Taradale 1927 Essex Bruce and Claudia Jeffery, Dargaville 1929 Austin 7
3 Des and Phyllis Cornwall, Eltham 1930 Graham-Paige Hard Luck Award
Post Vintage Michael Gildea and Jan Maybe, Dannevirke 1942 Chevrolet
1 Bill and Dorothy Clouston, Rotorua 1938 Dodge Pick-up
2 Neville and Val Wilson, Napier 1937 Dodge Best Local
3 Terry and Rosemary Jemmett, Taupo 1933 Plymouth

Steve Maunder, Taumarunui 1954 Austin Pick-up
Post War

Overall Winner
1 Tom and Bronwyn Biggar, Taupo 1946 Ford Pick-up

Bill and Dorothy C1ouston, Rotorua 1938 Dodge
2 Steve and Fiona Maunder, Taumaunui 1954 Austin Pick-up
3 Frank and Janice Maxwell, Reparoa 1950 Austin

Sheerline Saturday Gymkhana

Post 60 1 Reg and Poko Blomfield, Tokoroa 1953 Sunbeam-Talbot

1 Leigh and Tony Craythorne, Chch 1969 Vauxhall Viva 2 Hayden and Margaret Lovegrove, Hamilton 1935 Ford V8

2 Ali and Zelda Menzies, Rotorua 1970 Rover 3500 Roadster

3 Peter Hastelow and Lady Driver Entry
Christine Cavanagh, Hamilton 1967 Volkswagen 1 Sue Hobbs, Napier 1938 Chevrolet



South Otago Branch

New Year's Day Run

Doug and Margaret Hayman, Perey Burrows,
AI/an and Lesley Budge, fan and Eleanor Clark

Nash
1965 Hillman
1955 Citroen
1936 Plymouth
1928DeSoto
1939 Chevrolet

Ford V8
Hillman

Everard Durham
Leon and Diane Maguire
John and Betty Souness
Robin and Margaret McCall
Dean Katon
Graeme Steel
Stan Gray
Noel and Dorothy Roscoe

Entrants

Tony and Megan Smith Consul
Wally alld Allison Ollerenshaw 1938 Morris
Phil and Bev Sell 1937 Morris
Stuart and Noeline Milne 1956 Hillman
lan and Wlma McDonald 1955 Zephyr
Paul and Kaye MCNabb 1964 Vauxhall
John and Jan Cook 1962 Morris
Angus and Margaret Katon 1'929 De Soto
Peter Umfreville 1972 Wolseley
Neville and Judy King 1954 Citroen
Noel Willetts 1931 Ford A
Graeme Jarvie 1937 Pontiac

T he Beaumont Station, owned by
Allan Hore, is situated high above
the township of Beaumont on State

Highway 8. The South Otago branch held
its New Year run to the station on the 20
January 2002.

Beaumont is found on the eastern bank of
the Clutha River just south of the junction
with the Beaumont River. The township is
but a shadow of its former years.

Originally known as Dunkeld, it took
over the name of the Beaumont River,
given its name as early as 1857, after the
Bowmont water, a tributary of the River
Tweed in the county of Roxburgh.
Although the licensed Beaumont Hotel
remains, and some orchards, the general
store, post office and primary school have
long gone. Club Captain Wally
Ollerenshaw was always keen to make the
journey, and his enthusiasm and organisa
tion paid off when a large group of local
members made the trip on a very hot
summer's day. !II'

..
Above and Right: Viewsfram the top ofthe Station,
also showing the long climbing gravel road.
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ECISION CASTINGS
Lost Wax Process Mould Making
Having trouble getting parts?
Now able to reproduce Vintage car parts using the

highly accurate lost wax casting method.
For all your non-ferrous casting requirements.

Phone Feilding 06 323 9465 o

A division of

Tube Fab ltd

97 Harman St

PO Box 9188

Addington

Christchurch 2

New Zealand

Ph 03 338 1142

Fax 03 338 9280

Lock ring Heavy
and Light.
Available soon.

Beaded edge
Wide range
30x3 to 895x135
Split Rims

Well base Rolled edge.
All sizes.



Right: The scene is set at the Historic Village.
Mystery Creek Hamilton for the first event in

the Waikato for clip-ons, mopeds and
motor scooters.

Below: Les Webster, Philips moped.

An enthusiasm for c1ip-ons, mopeds and motor scooters is sweeping through

the countryside. Waikato is the latest branch to stage their inaugural rally

dedicated to the power that defines these machines. Echoing similar rallies
around New Zealand with an emphasis on fun and participation the event

has been hailed as a success by all who took part.

Rally organiser, Des Harvey. briefing the entrants.

Mopeds enjoying a well earned rest.

Des Harvey explains the starting procedure of
J,,;r »"HIl" ",.nrl,..",."rI "r 7""", 'n Tn" JJ ...... tlnH
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either the heavy shower at the
beginning nor the thunder storm at
the end managed to dampen the

spirits and enthusiasm of the enthusiasts
who gathered at Mystery Creek, Hamilton
for the inaugural Blue Smoke and Pedals
event put on by the Waikato Veteran and
Vintage Car Club. With a heartfelt "Boy,
that was great", Jillian Hayton summed up
the sense of anticipation and pure joy
everyone was feeling when she joined
nearly 120 others from the Waikato, Bay of
Plenty and Auckland for the day. Jiltian's
ride from home on her l50cc Lambretta
was her longest to date and her grin from
ear to ear expressed it all!

The age range of the riders, our oldest
entrant was eighty-five, was only exceeded
by the variety of machines. There were N
Zetas, a Jawa; a Puch, a Solex, an NSU, a
Rudge, a Miele, mopeds, Hondas, Vespas,
an Ariel 3, a James, a Philips Gadabout, a
35cc Barrini, a Crescent, a Manarhin, a
Zundapp, a BAC Lilliput, a 1932 Norman,
a 40cc mini scooter complete with trailer
and a mini Japanese racing bike that,
despite being handicapped, blitzed the field
on the hill climb. Names and bikes I had
never heard of or seen the like of before.
They ranged in size from barely knee high
to normal motor bike size. They ran
quietly, they made a racket. Motors purred,
motors blew blue smoke. And boy, what a
day!

The event provided for five classes of
machine; early autocycle with pedals,
conventional moped, clip-on powered
bicycle, motor scooter and light motorcycle
(under lOOcc) -were all represented.

The day was split into three events, each
under the control of separate marshals who
were given carte blanche to change the
rules to suit the machinery! There was a
slow race, short and long time trials and a
hill climb, with plenty of time in between
each event to relax under the trees, try out
each other's machines and enjoy the simple
barbecue lunch provided. The organisers'
aim was to provide a safe, mainly off road
setting for owners to enjoy their machines,
swap stories and try out each others bikes.
While the emphasis was on fun rather than
competition, the events still allowed us all
to pit our skills against one another and take
home one of the coveted chocolate fish I

The slow race (under the control of ex
Aucklanders John and Shirley Foote)
required participants to take the longest
possible time to travel the marked distance
while continuing to move forward.
Disqualification was automatic for
pedalling, putting a foot on the ground or
straying outside the course area. The result
ing attempts were very entertaining for
spectators and frustrating for entrants. The
winner was Aaron Gill from Hamilton on a
Vespa who managed the short course in
two minutes one second. The fastest time



Bruce Murcot enjoys a sidecar ride.

One week priOl; this 250 Jawa (in bits) was Dad's birthday presentfram Amarula.

The time trials, looked after by Kelvin
Davis, gave competitors a chance to
indulge their childhood dreams and roar
along either the short distance of approxi
mately seven kilometres or the longer
distance of 11 kilometres. Leo Fowler of
Auckland on 1952 Rudge took the honours
in the short event, with Russ Miell on a
1961 Miele home first in the long.

The mass start and anticipation of the
skill of the riders and the power of their
bikes or lack of it ensured that Paul Rouse's
hill climb provided the most entertainment
for spectators. The bikes were divided into
three categories, Mopeds, Scooters and
under 100cc Autocycles. They had a
reasonable run to the base of the hill allow
ing them to get up to speed before
travelling as far as they could up the hill
without pedalling or changing gear (or
running over either another contestant or
spectator!) until they stalled. Russell
Hutcheson of Hamilton on his Moped took
the honours in the pedal power and Russ
Miell again prevailed on his Miele.

The day was rounded off with a mass
distribution of chocolate fish and awards
for everything from colour coordination to
bravery to the person who looked most
like his machine! Russ Miell and his Miele
once again walked (or should I say, rode)
away with this honour, both for their
names and the pristine presentation of
both man and machine. All who registered
for the day were also presented with a
commemorative badge.

The participants unanimously voting for
a repeat event next year, with 56 rather than
25 to 30 machines the organisers expected
turning up, and the enjoyment of pal1ici
pants, clearly demonstrated the success of
the event. I believe the decision to hold
another event of this type next year is a
mere formality!

Our congratulations and heartfelt
thanks to Des and Val Harvey and their
team for yet another well organised, well
planned event.

Flathead & Customline
Specialist

Specialising in new and rebuilt early
Ford VB Parts & Accessories.

Hours 9-5 Weekdays

*****

SHOWROOM
Old MU! Building, 2 Hyde Street,

Kati Kati 3063
Phone: 07 549 4211

Fax 07 549 2000



Behind The Wheel Special

Text and photos Scott Thomson

THREE OF THE BEST
Crowds gape at Veterans, enthusiasts at Historic Racing Cars. More and more family

memories are of contemporary 'Classics'. This is a salute to the type at the heart of the

Vintage movement, the twenties tourer.

Three cars. Three countries...

1923 De/age DJ front view.

1923 Delage 01

L ouis Delage established his cars
rather later than the great 19th

. Century pioneers, but when Dave
Barker's car was completed for the Paris
Show, Delage was well on ·the way to

Delage dash. From left the clock, mixture hal.f
hidden, speedo, Bosch switch gear and rev
counter above the central hand brake and gear
change. Other instruments on right appear to
be later additions positioned for right hand
drive.

becoming the leading French car. That is, if
you discount the rare and expensive offer
ings of a Spanish Swiss outfit from their
Paris works and the pretty little things an
Italian was turning out from territory
recently German!

Life of the four cylinder Dl series
coincided with stunning Delage racing cars
that won the World Championship in 1927,
but it is the details and know-how that rubs
off. The Dl is no racer.

From 1914, Delage had four-wheel
brakes on their racing cars and from 1919
on tourers. Unlike some early four wheel
brakes, Delage ones work well.

Tested four up, the Dr also goes
extremely well. With only 2.2 litres (ohv),
there is not a lot of power and you need to
keep the revs up, 2,500 (2,700 maybe) with
a peak of 3,200. It's meant to be driven.
All day long. By Frenchmen. Let popular
period novelist, Dornford Yates, define the
world of the Delage:

"It was June .. .Sunday.. .Fine .. .
Everyone drives all out all the time. To
slow up seems to be a sin. Engines built
to do fifty scream by at sixty-five; old cars
rave on their way, leaping like rams;
gigantic char-a-bancs fall down steep
hills like lifts; a burst of machine-gun fire
announces a racer's approach. The
average speed is appalling. What saves
your life is that there is plenty of
room "

Yates lived at Pau and there is a picture
,....+ h; .......... n,: ..h ... T"\1 ~ .. ,... .. 1;1......... ..l-.~,... -h_..........+ 1-..;,..



Edgar Ridgen and the 3 litre Bentley in the
Southern high country.

several Delages. On a fine morning at 45
mph in the Tararuas we could be back in
the Pvrenees. Dave tells me that he can
cope ~ith weekend traffic at sixty, averaging
fifty on a run, although the final drive has
been dropped from the standard 4.45 to 4.9.

The gear change is a pleasant centre H
pattern with just one thing to watch. Low
is straight forward from second BUT you
then go straight forward from ow to
reverse. Interesting.

On a steadv throttle, steering is neutral
to slight undel~steer, pleasant feed back and
responsive. Ride is good and the car is
generally quiet mechanically.

Evervthin cr looks clean and wellJ .,

engineered. Down the years, Delage did
drop a few clangers. I note the Zenith carb
right over the magneto. Dave has added a
small drip tray to separate them.

This 01 was imported new to the
Geraldine area by the Morrison family,
after some comic opera correspondence of
which Dave has the Delage end. Then,
during an early overhaul, a flash flood
came through and swept all the bits away.
Parts were collected and replaced, and for
many years the Delage was a local feature,
finding its way into the Geraldine Motor
Museum. When fire swept through I
feared it was gone for good. Dave rescued
and rebuilt it to standards expected from
his long VCC membership, with a preny
fabric covered touring body, faintly
Bentley-ish, which suits it very well.

1923 Bentley 3 Litre
Off to the South Island high country

hills and tussocks, reached by steep gravel
tracks. There are few of these that Edgar
Ridgen has not stormed with the Bentley
chassis 348, the last of the 67 TT Replicas
to be built during 1923.

Forget Le Mans and the great green
battleships. This car is not only off white,
it feels small and handy. Coming to New
Zealand as a new car for the Wardell family
of grocery fame, it is essentially a touring
rather than a sports car. The Park Ward
body is similar to the more usual Vanden
P~as and now has the patina age brings.
There is a back seat and hood, but neither
seems much used.

From the exhaust sound making just the
right porridge-porridge"porridge noise.s t.o
the quiet spoken long-term owner, It IS

everything a Bentley should be. Edgar also
has an 53 (V8) from new, and earlier
owned Derbv and Crewe sixes.

This is o~e of the first Bentleys to have
four wheel brakes, the same Perrot system
used on the Delage. On gravel and down
hill, Edgar puts on a stunning show which
few cars of that period would dare match.
The chassis seems fairly flexible with quite
a lot of scuttle shake. Gavin Bain (another
3 litre man) tells me that bits of the 1914
Humber TT racer would bolt right on the
Rpntlpv f'h~(::(,;i<.: P T Rl1rop<.:<.: ,-lp<.:lonpn

Bentley board, clock, speedo, oil pressure (301d
touring), Amps over the brass starter, water
temp and rev counter. the small brass objects
are panel lights.

-~
Famous engine, thought essentially a touring
car, this machines Iws the famous twin SU



both chassis, while WO got on with the
engine after a long look at 1914 racing
Peugeot and Mercedes.

Power is in the region of 80 bhp at 3,500
rpm. With respect to age, Edgar likes to
IUn at 2,000 - equal to about 56 mph in
top. I am content to cruise for long
distances a whisker under this on a speedo
which, I suspect, reads slightly low. For a
short burst, 60 comes up easily and even
after over 100,000 miles in Edgar's hands
the maximum should be a bit over 70 mph.

Dare I admit that apart from the thrill of
driving my first real Bentley, it took a
second trip to really feel at home?

The clutch is heavy and sudden. The
throttle pedal is between clutch and brake.
The steering is heavy. It's direct but also
lacking in lock - a consequence of those
four wheel brakes? Previous owner, Trevor
Timms, tells me the steering always was
heavy, apparently something of a 3 litre
feature. The celebrated Haggitt car was
heavier still, four and a halfs reportedly
lighter.

This car has the second of the five basic
gearbox types Bentley used, the so called
'B Box'. Well named. The wide touring
ratios need getting used to. The change
from second to third is fast. On the other
two upward shifts it pays to take a good
look round the beauties of nature and the
changing weather before pushing the right
hand gear lever home. Third gear is good
for 40 on hills, respecting the rev limit. Top
can be held down to 30 mph before a swap
is required.

I understand 3 litre brakes wear quite
rapidly with hard use, and the hand brake is
handy. So is the hand throttle when other
limbs are busy with the clutch, as when
passing through a flock of sheep. The
Bentley requires little skills that modern
motorists never acquire.. It calls for a
certain cool. Coming up to a wet corner a
little faster than I wanted, I leaned back in
the bucket seat and thought of England.
The 3 litre just sailed round, no drama at
all.

1928 Packard 526 Series Six
Fixed Head Coupe.

The night was dark and stormy when,
somewhere west of Minneapolis, an urgent
knocking at the door woke the doctor from
his bed and the Packard from his shed.

The 288 Cl (4.8 litres) iron side valve
still held a little heat from the day's rounds
so use of the priming cups still found on
his 1928 car was unnecessary. The doctor
was quickly through the two lower speeds
and into the top gear torque band. Gearing
had been raised (now 4.33: I) compared
with the doctor's last year's car, but thanks
to revised manifolding, aluminium pistons
and something called 'Turbo Head
Combustion' the six cylinder flexibility
was still there. Packard were pretty good
at gas flow. The driver eased off the choke
which had also been adding a little oil to
prolong bore life and remembered that he
had neglected to lubricate his car during
the busy day. A push on the pedal of the
Bijur centralised chassis lubrication attend-

1 • .1 1

What the doctor ordered? the Pllckard 526
Coupe.

Snow flakes greeted the Packard as it
swung onto the highway. The doctor noted
that the windscreen wipers were doing a
serious job as the numbers on the dIUm
type speedo swung past a steady 45
towards 50. Power was up to 8 I bhp from
the 60 developed when the first Packard
Single Sixes were announced eight years
before.

Peering for the traditional drum
headlights to pick up a turning, the doctor
sat straight backed at the wheel. Packard
seats do not encourage slouching.

The expected house light showed up.
With hardly a thought, the doctor pressed
gently but firmly on the brakes - Packard
had been one of the first American makers
to do it on all four wheels. He was,
however, careful to take a good wide sweep
into tbe muddy track. The lock would not
compare with the farmer's old Ford T. A
drop to second was easy and pIUdent in
spite of the urgency.

What followed is of no interest to us,
but Packard have always interested me, so,
following their most famous advertisement,
I 'Asked a Man Who Owns One'. Tony
Deveraux in fact owns four.

Packard were famous for quality well
before their introduction of the Twin Six 
the world's first production V 12. The
smaller 'Single Six' was introduced in
1920 and from 1922 used both 126 and
133 inch wheel bases. If, like me, you
were puzzled at the designation 526, it just
means a 5th series 126 inch wheelbase.
The series was changed almost every year.

Where Bentley produced around 1,600
Three Litres, and Delage maybe 9,000 DIs,
Packard built over 40,000 Single Sixes
between February 1925 and July 1926. For
much of the interwar years, Packard was th<:
top volume luxury make.

Packard never made
a big fuss about
technical changes, but
in addition to those
already mentioned they
revised their four wheel
brakes on the Bendix system in 1925, three
internal shoes all round with internal
expansion replacing the contracting brakes
previously found at the back.

The car Tony loaned for the drive is a
rather special one. It features in several
pictures in the recently published book
"The Classic Era" by Beverley Rae Kimes.
It has also won major concourse awards.

Being a right hand dlive example, the
throttle nedal is hetween clutch and hrake -

steering has a little slack at mid point, but is
light and pleasant, not excessively low
geared.

The Packard publicity people were rather
good. They called it the 'RestfuJ Car' and
certainly I was happy to just go on driving.
It was also 'At Home in any Environment'.
Essentially a car for the successful business
man, it would also slug through Mid-West
winters or cruise down Broadway.



The lowish second would be useful in
towns and gel an increasing number of
women drivers through the growing traffic
congestion and up all but the steepest hills
without fuss.

Which Car?
Each car described is a product of a

respected maker in a major but distinct
national industry and market. Upmarket,
none was either the largest ,fastest, or most
expensive marketed by their company 
although for some time Bentley only built 3
litres. It was never my intention to find a
'winner' among these three fine cars, but I
am surprised by just how difficult it is to
state a preference.

The Delage, with the smallest engine,
has to be worked harder, but does not seem
to mind. I feel it has the best steering,
gearbox, and probably best ride. With my
fondness for things French, I like it a lot.

The Bentley is possibly the fastest and
has the best road holding. I cruised it
faster, drove it much further than the
others, and it has the deserved aura ,that
comes with racing success. And it looks

The Packard feels the most effortless 
litres - and almost certainly the quietest,
although a closed body does not make it
so easy to be certain of that, compared to
the open cars. It has the advantages of
being improved progressively through
several years of high volume production. It
is faster than the 50 mph we agreed was
our limit.

All three have similar brake systems,the
Delage perhaps most effective as driven.

Which Body?
These are not just cars. They are

somebody's cars, and that is reflected in the
body style each owner has chosen. Tony
clearly likes the coupe with mmble seat.
His open Packard Six is similar, and he is
restoring an Eight in the same style. The
night the imaginary doctor was called out
the closed fixed head would have been a
clear winner!

I had never before climbed into a
'dickey' or 'mother-in-law' seat. Mother
must have been an agile old girl or else
darned determined to marry off the
daughter' My own family lore is that the

Packard power, the priming cups for cold
starting are in their last year but just visible
among the chrome studs of the 1928 engine.

driver. Wife and child made the best of
the dickey.

The vintage tourer marked an essen
tially brief stage when the car was
passing through adventure on the way
from invention to utility. Later sports cars
and modern "convertibles" preserve only
a little of the flavour.

Readers may care to write in giving
their preference among the cars described
and the body styles. In the best of worlds,
the car would be delivered by Santa. It



MARKETPLACE

3 Comlsh Place.
FeUding. New Zealand,

(6) 323-3995
A/Hrs 16l 323-3868

Member of Manawatu V.C.C.
RC.CA (NZ)

VemJeDseD

AUTOMOTIVE WOODGRAINING. When
restoring your car there is only one way to
restore your metal window frames &
dashboard: metal woodgraining. For infor
mation and free quotes contact Alan
Markby. Ph 03 445 0988 or write to 11
Boyne Place, Cromwell. Mem.

AOTEAROA WOODEN WHEELS

PENRITE OILS. We carry a full range from
Vintage to Modern Engines. Lubricants for
pre- 1984 HD motorcycles, gearbox oil for
Japanese 2 strokes. Full range of diff, steer
ing box and gearbox oils. Competitive
prices. Try us first. M.S. Coombes Ltd., 344
St. Asaph Street, Christchurch. Phone 03
366 7463, Fax 03 366 7462.

JAGUAR 1954 MK VU for restoration.
Bodywork done but needs finishing. Requires
wiring, upholstery and some chrome. Good
woodwork. Some spares. offers. Phone 03 314
4090 Hawarden. Mem.

DISTRIBUTOR PARTS AND SERVICE
We can supply many new old stock
Distributor parts for Lucas and other makes,
and have built a New Zealand wide reput.a
Lion for restoring worn Distributors to as
new performance and finish. All aspects of
repair undertaken including Vacuum
Advance Units. Work fully guaranteed.
contact Quality Rebuilds, 5 Fenhall St,
Christchurch, 8004. Phone/fax Barry Emms
(03) 342-5677. Mem.

DODGE 1938 FASTBACK SEDAN (I of700
built) complete not going $3,000. Dodge 1937
panel van, reg on hold, drivable, offers.
Plymouth 1936 pick-up Colonial cab, wellside
drivable $3,000. Phone 021 180 9986.

FRONT BRAKE FLOATERS, suit all model
As and 1932-34 V8 Fords. Improves front
brake action by installing floaters. Makes
shoes self centering. $40 plus $2 p&p. Phone
Kevin Straw 03 338 3686. memo

BOOKS FULL SET (5 VOLS) Motors Of
Today by Thornton Rutter published c 1926
good condition for Vintage Collectors library.
Covers mechanicals and servicing of wide
range of makes from ABC to Wolseley. $550
offer. Phone John 09 625 8876.

1951 AUSTIN A70 75% complete and
restorable, and 1963 Austin Cambridge 95%
complete and restorable. Both shed stored and
towable. No WOF or rego on either car and will
sell separately. Offers phone Bill 07 895 3455,
Taumarunui. Mem.

3 Issues
(per issue)

$297.00
$154.00
$98.00
$55.00

Casual

$363.00
$198.00
$121.00
$65.00

EXCELSIOR BIG X 1922 lOOOc Vee Twin
basket case rare American bike. Hard to find
parts 90% there. $8,500. Harley J parts
wanted will part trade. Phone 09 834 7532 or
021 991 669.

1926 CHEVROLET, CHASSIS
commercial and car. Three motors - one
complete, one fully reconditioned block.
Cylinder heads, gaskets, three radiators
with surrounds, gear boxes, 21" rims,
felloes and hubs. 18" wire five stud
wheels split ring, 30 x 5 split rims felloes
and hubs rear, Triumph 2000 motor
complete. Many other parts. Terry, PO
Box 307, Gisborne, phone 06 868 4480.

RARE CITROEN 1952 BIG 6 CYLINDER.
Excellently restored to original. FuU engine
recondition, shaft ground, rebored sleeves. New
clutch, gearbox overhauled and new bearings,
low gear cluster, crown wheel and pinion fitted.
New universals. Five new Michelin 185x400
tyres and tubes. New exhaust, leather
upholstery, headlining, floorrnats, etc. Chrome
renewed. $25.000. Phone 06 844 9475. Mem.

Full Page
Half Page
Horizontal Quarter Page
I Column x 80mm
Price on application for covers and four colour process
AJI disl)lay rates quoted exclude G.S.T. and are for finished camera ready artwork supplied. Artwork can be
arranged at an extra charge.
Deadline for copy 10th of month preceding publication.
Beaded Wheels will consider articles of a technical nature for inclusion in its editorial space. Beaded Wheels
however regrel~ that it is nol able to otTer editorial space for advertisemenl~ nor for the promotion of products.
Marketplace advertising cancellations received in writing prior to advertising deadline will be refunded in full.
Where possible Beaded Wheels will refund 70% of the advertisement cost for any cancellations received after
the booking deadline.
Ht'iulet! W!fl'(,/'{ makc~ evcry effort 10 cm.ure no l))isle<1Jing daim~ arc '!little by advertiscN. rc~polIsibili[y l:nnnol be J.cccptcd hy Beaded Wheels or the
Vinlagc C;lf Club of New Zealand for the failure of any prcx.luc\ or .,;cJ\'icc to give ~llisJac[inn. Inclusiun of a producl or se-n'icc should oat Ix: conslrued ;l.~

endorsement of it by Beaded Wheels or b}' the Vintage Car Club.
No liabilily can he accepted for 1l0n-ilp~amtlCc of advcniscmcnts and the lexIof a.ll advcni.:.;cmclIts is subject 10 the approval of Ihe editor who rc~rvc~ Ihe
riglll 10 refuse any advcniscmcnls which ;IrC llQI l:ollJIXlliblc with Ihe aims. objoclivcs. rmd slandards of 1Jeaded Whl'el.i or the Vinlage Car ('Jub of New
Zealand,
In m:cordanct' wilh the provisions of Ihe Humau Rights Commi...sion At:' 1977 Beaded Wheels "ill not publish any ad\'erti~ement which indieales or
could rensonabl)' be underslood as indkating an illleDtion to discrimimlle b)' rca.-.olt of sex, nmril1d slatus, religious or elhical beliers. Ad\,trtisers
should lake .111 c:lre in drafting ~Id\'ertisenl('nl'" ~L~ Ihe)' could be held liable, a'i well as Ihe magazine and the Club.

CLASSIFIED RATES
Due to space limitation, classified advertisers should refrain from the use of dashes, spaces, logos,
blank lines and centering. All classified rates include GST.
The 65 word limit includes contact details. Advertisers requiring ads longer than the standard 65
words, or who require typography or space, must apply display rates.
The advertising department reserves the right to edit or return classifieds not meeting the criteria.
Non Member: $16.00 for first 40 words or part thereof, thereafter 15 cents per word to a
maximum of 65 words per advertisement.
Member of Vintage Car Club Inc: $12.00 for first 40 words or part thereof, thereafter 15 cents
per word to a maximum of 65 words per advertisement. Members must be financial and state their
Branch.
Text in a Boxed Ad: $20 members, $24 non-members.
Photo Ad in Box: $32.00 members, $44 non-members, enclose a clear photograph and an S.A.E.
if return required.
Colour Photo Ad in Box: $50.00 members, $54 non-members, enclose a clear photo and an
S.A.E. if return required.
Above rates apply for each advertisement. Advertisements should be typed or dearl)' printed,
ENCLOSE PAYMENT
Cheques Payable to Beaded Wheels. Post 10: Advel1ising, PO. Box IJ 140, Chrislchurch, to arrive
not later than 10th of month preceding publication.
DISPLAY RATES

MECHANICAL FUEL PUMPS REPAIRED.
We can restore that faulty pump, including
fuel resistant diaphragm. Work fully guaran
teed. Contact Quality Rebuilds, 5 Fenhall St,
Christchurch 8004. Phone/fax Barry Emms
03 342 5677. Mem.

FOR SALE

LLOYD ALEXANDER, several 600cc OHC
motors· and gearboxes, other parts etc, offers.
Phone Bob Oakley 03 474 0397. Mem.

VELOCETTE MSS 1946 needs assembly,
painted rebored new muffler wheels built 98%
complete. $5,500 Phone 06 844 9475.

BACK YARD CLEAN OUT. 1928 Chrysler
remains 75% of complete car in bits includes
J8" spoke wheels, motor, radiator etc. 3x 19"
three stud metal spoke wheels. 4 x 21" rims and
tyres. 1970 Wolseley 1300 body good motor
needs work. Reg. on hold. Lots of spares,
everything has to go. Phone 0800 384 232
evenings.

MGTD 1952, BRG leather upholstery,
radio, 53,000 miles. Two owners last 30
years. Spare engine, gearbox and diffs.
$45.000. Phone 04 568 4838.

1946 FORD V8 FORDOR SEDAN chassis up
restoration requires paint and upholstely to
finish. Over $30,000 spent. Sensible offers to

WOODEN WHEELS made for your metal
work. Steam bent feUoes, any shape spokes.
New headed rims ~v~ilflhlp. in somp. si7f'·.s



MORRIS COWLEY 6 CYLINDER 1934
Note driveable but motor good. Suitable for
parts or restoration. $1,200. Phone 09 818
3547.

CLASSIC

TYRES
[ii] ~C:T~G
2850 Temple, Long Beach, CA 90806 USA

562 595 6721 • Fax 562 595 0381
20 MINUTES FROM

AN E AI P RT

McGUINNESS'
CLASSICS ~I~I)

Example:
475-19

4ply
$44 US

/justjJich-ujJ thejJ/'on~
Email: mcguinness_c1assics_inc@xtra.co.nz
Website: www.mcguinnessclassics.co.nz

We ship
anywhere!

BEST
PRICES!
200 Sizes
12 Brands

We're here to make it easy
\I\eorl'0n,liiliJ' ClASSICS DATABASE:
We'll locate what you wanl & place what you have!

CLASSICS CASTING
list your unique vehicle for TV, Film, Adv Free!

ClASSICS VAlUATIONS
Is your Investmenllnsured correctly & for it's full valuel

20.!I('(l(',r,' m(my'cfU:f'

Ph 04 586 1500
Fax 04 586 1501

VINTAGE & CLASSIC QUARTZ halogen
bulbs. Replace your existing bulbs without
rewiring the headlamp assemblies. Up to
100% brighter than your existing Tungsten
bulbs. Will fit most reflectors fitted to Pre &
Post war cars and motorbikes. Also available
in single filament 55 watt P22 & BA 15
bases for use in spotlamps and mechanical
dip reflectors. Most bases and
configurations available in 6v & 12v.
Further info: Norm & Jan Sisson, sole NZ
Agent. PhlFax (03) 388-9262 also Heruob
Welding TorcheslModel Boat Supplies. 38
Otlawa Road, Christchurch 6.

The Repair and Restoration Technical
Manual 2001

Copies of this official Vintage Car Club of
New Zealand (Inc.) publication are available
from the National Oftice. Please post payment
(NZ$15 inc p&p within New Zealand) and
address delails to VCCNZ, Restoration Code,
PO Box 2546, Christchurch.

VALVES exhaust quality stainless for
Vintage engines. Available in blank form or
machined to size required. Contact; George
Calder, 307 Hoon Hay Road, Christchurch.
Phone (03) 338-5372, Fax (03) 338-5482.
Member.

LEATHER STRAPS AND ACCESSORIES
hand crafted for your car or motor cycle.
Enquiries contact Nigel at Grice-Kerr
Saddlery. Phone fax 09 426 3482.

MAGNETO'S, REWINDS, PARTS AND

SERVICE, all types, units bought and

sold. Contact Chris Slater, Coil Winding

Services, Hupenui RD, Greytown,

WAIRARAPA. PhlFax (06) 304-9466.

VINTAGE WOOD PROBLEMS? For all
your Vintage wood work requirements, I

can reproduce your car's woodwork from

original parts, patterns and photos. Model A
parts made to order, also Morris Traveller
Van Kits. N Rhodes, Furniture of
Distinction. Purakau Rd, Marton. Ph 06 327
filM

VINTAGE TRUNKS as seen in Issue 20 I,
page 17. Leather trim, waterproof, stock
size or made to your measurements.
PhonelFax Allan on (06) 844-3959 or (025)
469-331 to discuss your requirements. AlIan
Jones Joinery, Napier. Member.

MODEL B FORD MOTORS, two as package,
one running with Model A manifold and head,
.020 oversize. The other disassembled with all
internal parts. 25% more hp than Model A
Ford motor. $2,000 ono. Phone Jack (03) 352
6672.

1926-28 TRfUMPH P motorcycle front wheel,
Triumph H cylinder barrel, mid 20s 3 speed
BSA gearbox, pre 1925 Hcu'ley sidecar chassis
and guard. Sell or swap for pre-1928 7/9
Harley parls. Phone 09 299 8801. Mem.

1972 BUICK TWO DOOR 350 SPORT
COUPE 90K, three owners. Imported into
New Zealand in 1973. Very good original
order. $9,900. 1934 Buick series 50 Model 57,
parts car. Offers. Phone 03 434 9470. Mem.

1932 ESSEX SUPER 6. Reasonably complete
project. Original car in fair condition (been
garage for last 30 years). Phone 06 343 9801.

PISTONS PISTONS PISTONS
. PISTONS

FOR VETERAN, VINTAGE, CLASSIC &
ODDBALL ENGINES.

We can supply piston sets for most makes
& models. All piston sets come complete
with rings & gudgeons. We have over 700

Listings at competitive prices.
M S Coombes Ltd

344 St Asaph St, Christchurch
Ph 03 366 7463, fax 03 366 7462

1930 CADILLAC 353 FLEETWOOD
ROADSTER. Rebuilt engine and gearbox, new
radiator core, completed body except for back
guards which need work. Price on application.
Phone 03 312 4105 evenings.

PISTONS for Vintage and Classic engines.
Most models available in standard or
oversizes. Also pistons can be made to
special dimensions. Contact George Calder,
307 Hoon Hay Road, Christchurch. Ph 03
338-5372. Fax 03 338 5482. Member.

1933 PLYMOUTH SEDAN. 100% complete,
rust free, all panel work completed.
Mechanically complete and sound. Spare
parts. Most of chrome plating completed.
Needs painting and upholstery and ll.Jbber
bumper grommets to complete. Phone 03 3 12
4105 evenings.

HUBCAPS - IF YOU HAVE a hubcap
problem contact me. I have produced skin
pressings for most cars between 1930 and
1940. These are top quality repl icas. No
matter how rare the make of vehicle it is
possible to reproduce as original. For
further information phone Les Hayter 07
378 9230 or 025 485 994 or write to my
new address 810 Tukairangi Road, RD 1,
Taupo, PO Box 762 Taupo. Mem.

'34 CHEV JUNIOR COUPE, 80% complete
good motor and nll1ning gear. Body requires
full restoration, some ll.Jst, some woodwork
done. Spare bulkhead section, doors etc. $4,500
ono. Also 1940 tll.Jck grille support panel and
lights, very good condition. Phone Greg, 03
443 L127.

HUDSON AND ESSEX PARTS, 1921 Deleo
starter generators, replated door handles, super
six motormeter, windscreen mount driving
light, tailights, dash instrument panels, NOS
rear axles, various parts inc. pair Vesta
sidelights, hand windscreen wipers, tourer rear
oval windows, set of new Chev pistons and
rings, assorted AA badges, radiator badges and
scripts. Phone T Winstanley 03 578 3343,
Mem.

AUCTION. VINTAGE AND CLASSIC
motorcycles, projects and parts. New and lIsed.
1914 to 1960. British and American. Sunday 5
May at the Kaipara Flats Hall, Warkworth.
Send SAE for free catalogue to L. Maddock,
918 Kaipara Flats Road, RD I Warkworth.
Phone 09 422 5714, fax 09 422 5724.



$799
$22 set
$35 ea.

VETERAN AND VINTAGE WHEELS
TYRES AND TUBES. Restored
4 x 450x475x21 wheels tyres & tubes, hardly used.
4 x 30x3'j, wheels tyres and tubes, hardly used.
2 x 450x475x2l tyres. Also 5 x 30x3'f, good
beaded edge rims. Phone 09 2278 8698. Mem.

eB>Model '~"& "T" Parts
SJPECI,ALS

Model A King Pin Sets $275 Model A Crown Wheel & Pinion Std
Model A Headgaskets - copper $55 Model A Points
Model T Headgaskets - copper $55 19" Tubes

Send for latest special list
Phone/fax 03 755 6085 Email deb.,ian.cameron@xtra.co.nz

Blue Spur Road, Hokitika. Mastercard and Visa Accepted

BMW R50 1959. Very good restored condition 1951 MATCHLESS G80 S Full restoration
$7,800. Phone 07 858 2995 or 025 879 005. near new condition. Reg & WOF. $7,000 ono.

Phone 06 875 0138.



1936 PIERCE·ARROW MODEL 1601
This fabulous classic American LHD eight
cylinder, is reluctantly for sale to make space
for another. it has been totally restored and the
engine and drive-train rebuilt, awaiting for the
new owner to choose the upholstery yet to be
completed.. Wheelbase 139", 150 horsepower.
$75,000. Phone Hemy, 09 418 2166. Mem.

MORRIS COWLEY 1929 4 DOOR
CONVERTIBLE 4 owners, gen 10,000 miles.
Original handbook. Complete restoration,
everytrung back to original lacquer paintwork,
o/hauled gauges, new radiator, tyres, nickel
plating, carpets, upholstery, safety glass
windscreen. An immaculate car, reg on hold.
Price by best offer. Phone 025 920 514 Keri Keri.

1923 MOON 6/40 TOURER in very good
order. Currently being lIsed. A very rare car.
$22,000. Phone 06 878 5423 or 027499 1088.

TIME TO MOVE ON. "M,tior" my faithful old
mount is available to a person of simi lar character.
1928 Chev 4. Flagsrup of the '95 AAAE, robust
campaigner off the Highland Frolic and 200 I
Gold Rush. New Calder engine excellent tyres
WOF & Reg. Heaps of fun. $7,500. Major
Kochupp phone 03 577 7839, Blenheim.

ARMSTRONG·SIDDELEY 1931 20HP.
Burlington coachbuilt saloon. Fluid flywheel,
preselector gearbox. An opportunity to purchase
a rare luxury English motorcar. A reliable easy
to-drive Vintage car. Reasonable offers
considered. Phone 09 817 9755. Mem. Email
rmav@xtra.co.nz

SERIES E MORRIS 8 SPECIAL
Rebuilt in 1985. Series E Morris chassis.
Vauxhall Viva front and rear end. Power assisted
discs. Triumph Herald motor and gear box with
Spitfu'e specs. Motor goes, has not been driven
for 18 months. Registration on hold. $) ,000
ono. Phone Bill MW1fo 04 563 6342. Mem.

FORD MODEL TT ONE TON TRUCK
complete with guards, radiator and bonnet.
Motor and diff fully reconditioned, just needs
a little finishing. $8,000. Phone 07 847 5406.

1927 CHRYSLER TOURER in very nice
condition. Current WOF and rego.
Commencement of next Cluysler project forces
sale! Motors well. $20,000 ono. Phone 09 425
6688 a/h.

MODEL T FORD, 1926 Fordor, very original,
IUns well, re-upholstered. $18,000 or $18,500
delivered anywhere in New Zealand. Phone 03
546 6658 day or night.

I 1930 FORD MODEL A PHAETON fu"ly
restored, side-mount, tnmk. Lots of extras. this
car is one of the best Immaculate condition. I

95.028 miles. Phone 09 278 8698. Mem.

CHRYSLER STANDARD 6, 1937 Used
regularly on main rughways. Excellent condition
with some spares. $12,000. Phone Taur.anga 07
552 5720, fax 07 552 5719. Mem

VANGUARD 1954 PHASE IT. 89,000101. Only
three owners. Reg & WOE Excellent inside and
out. Mechanical and tyres excellent. Notrung to
spend on this car. To see, will buy. $5,500 ono.
Phone Westport 03 789-7952. Mem.



Off The Record costs $64

BOOKS WANTED. PREWAR JOWETT
cars TSB 245, Postwar Jowett cars TSB 246,
compiled by Trevor Alder. Transport source
books. English. Bryan Spragg, 83 Collins St,
Hawera, phonelfax 06 2278 7776. memo

VETERAN DODGE WANTED. Will trade
1933 Riley opeD top 4 door tourer (or

ONE OR TWO VETERAN DODGE FOUR
axle shafts 795mm long with a 27 mm square
on each end wanted. Phone collect GOl'don
Hoffman 03 217 6587.

1929 ESSEX SUPER SIX CHALLENGER
parts wanted. Phone 03 381 3040, mobile
025352924. Email J.T.J@xtra.co.nz

ENAMEL ADVERTISING SIGNS
WANTED! Motor Spirit, car makes, tyres, oil
etc, also non-motoring. choice individual
items or large lots. No collection too large. I
pay well, decide and pay on the spot and can
travel anywhere, North and South Island.
Howard Mitchell, Auckland Collectors
Centre, 77 The Strand, Parnell, Auckland.
Phone 09 377 7965 or 025 748 178. Email:
howardm@ihug,co.nz

WANTED FOR KIWI LIVING IN
ENGLAND. 1930 Model A Phaeton. Must be
in good condition, steering box, mechanics,
hood brakes, paint etc. Must be running with
WOF. Phone 03 578 3112 or email
jthynne@compuserve.com

For N.Z:s largest range of piston
rings contact:

JOHNSON~S PISTON RINGS LlD.
PH: 09 579 7219 I 579 8788

918 Gt South Road, Penrose,
PO Box 12-230, Penrose, Auckland

CYLINDER HEAD FOR 1929 CHRYSLER
65; 26" long x 7 1

/," wide 22 stud. Phone
Trevor Hardy 06 323 4040, fax 06 323 4047
email TREV.HARDY@xtra.co.nz

KLENIG PRODUCTS LTD Australian made
high compression alloy head for post war
Morris Minor 1948-52 SMM sold by G Sales
and Service Ltd, 237 Lyttelton St,
Christchurch. Alta overhead conversion for
SMM minor sold by Sams Speed Shop,
Auckland. Phone Mark 025 989 062, fax 09
478 0369, PO Box 627, Auckland I. Email
mminor66@hotmail.com

MOTOR1NG HISTORY - copies - original
or photocopies of: NZ Wheelman Motoring
page, NZ Wheel & Motor News, Progress,
NZ Motor & Cycle Journal for the years
1900 to 1910. Phone Barry Robert 09 627
9451 or write 492 Hillsborough Rd,
Auckland 1004.

ENTHUSIAST IS KEEN TO PURCHASE
an early model motorcycle. Should be in
excellent condition. Any make considered.
Please write enclosing photos to Motorcycle
Enthusiast Clo PO Box 31340, Milford,
Auckland. Mem.

WANTED 1934 PLYMOUTH BUMPERS
especially front, hubcaps 81

/" across curved
face, tail light lens "Plymouth" script 3'1,"
across diameter, also want good 1930
Oldsmobile bonnet and 1929 De Soto
instruments and hubcaps. Phone 09 828
1800 or write Stephen Satherley, 17 Methuen
Rd, Avondale, Auckland. Email: s.sather
ley@actrix.co.nz

WOLSELEY HORNET chassis and front rear
axles and springs. Phonelfax Garry Turner 03
5786677.

WANTED FOR 1932 FORD V8 front right
hand door catch left front door any condition,
left and right rear door catches for 1932-1934
Ford V8. Phone 03 308 3396. Mem.

PISTON RINGS

FORD MODEL A ROADSTER, roadster
pickup or coupe. Anything considered, from
project to finished vehicle. Phone 09 442
2260, 09 444 4863.

WANTED

OPEN SATURDAY
MORNING - 8.30-12.30

CUSTOM BUILT PISTON RINGS

WE CAN MAKE CUSTOM RINGS FOR MOST
CA~$~UCKS & MOTOR MOWERS
a - ~\ FIVE DAY DELIVERY

.. \..e
aos

\"e \Ie\o' - ~ PROMPT SERVICE ASSURED

<,~ 20% DISCOUNT
ON MENTIONING THIS AD

TRIUMPH MOTORCYCLE PARTS
WANTED. Early 60s 500, seat and rear
bathtub panels, espeically (STA or 3TA) or
whereabouts. Other parts also to restore
basket case. Contact Mike Turner, 28a
Featherston St, Levin. Phone 06 368 3059,
025306589.

Dameo
Industries

All these plates are made
and in the owner's
possession & have never
been fitted on vehicles
before.

• Personalised plates today
will cost you $468 - All
these correctly spelt plates
are a steal at $395 each!

Post to.... HB Car Club JUbilee Committee
P.D. Box 2316, Stortford Lodge, Hastings
or contact Lily Baker 06 878 9883 A/H_______ ...J

Motorcycle & Car Wire VI/heel
Repairs & Restorations

~---"e Specialise In

• Custom Made Spokes • Speedway Wheels
Rim and Frame Lining • Wheel Building &Truing

• Complete Wheel Restoration

Vintage - Classic - Modern
Craig & Debbie Hambling

Phone 06 314 8345
Mobile 015 13 I 7864

410 Green Road, RD 6, Palmerston North
Day or Night

PERSONALISED
PLATES

A commemoration of 50 years of the I
Hawke's Bay (Sports) Car Club

I
* 360 A4 Pages

Hard Cover - Stitched Binding - Colour Jacket I
* Hundreds of Photographs I

"A wonderful, well written history, I
of motorsport in Hawke's Bay over the I

last 50 years. A terrific read!"'---------''----------' I

I
Includes Post & Packaging with NZ.

I

I

OFF THE RECORD:
1947 • 1997



SWAP MEETS &RALLIES

Venue will be The
Invercargill Working

Mens Club.

All classes catered for
including Mopeds

Entry forms w!ll follow at
a later date

Enquiries to Rally
Committee

PO Box 1240
Inverc-argIII

Email: doug.willis@xtra.co.nz

HAMILTON
SWAPMEET

Waikato Event Centre, Claudelands

Sunday May 19
Wet or Fine
Starting Bam

Outside sites $10

Under cover space available by

reservation from $25

PUBLIC ENTRY $2

Enquiries to Stuart Preston
Phone 07 843 0468a/h Mobile 025 214 860

18 - 23 January 2003

Based allhe Tahunanui Beach Holiday Park
Nelson, New Zealand

Sat18 Registration
Sun 19 Concours d'Etat
Mon 20 Trial
Tue 21 Launch - Abel Tasman
Wed 22 Motorkhana
Thur 23 Hill Climb - Dinner & Prizegiving

Entry forms available May onwards from:
Rally Convener: Mike Stephens

'Sandhills', 156 Aranui Road, Mapua, Nelson
Fax (03) 5402551 Email sandhills@mapua.gen.nz

Proudly sponsored by:

8:1 ~:~~::::!.~,~~el50n ~

[F)@~[f@@)O'U~[ffID[J©@)[JlJU~

HOT OFF THE PRESS
Right-hand drive, rubber "Splatter Pattern" front floor mats, for your Model 'A'.

Priced at $175.00 each. 
Rubber Pedal mats, for the steering

column, priced at $38.00.each.

Many more rubber mats arriving soon.
Day to day stocks constantly imported.

Reconditioned shock absorbers in stock.
Leakless waterpumps in good supply.

Ph.(03)313-2924 (Orders and office, plusAlhoursorders.)
Mobile 027/2245-045. (03)310·6040 (depot). (03)3 3-2925. • 0 Do SSO .ora.



~ ASHBURTON BRANCH VCCNZ

ANNUAL SWAP MEET
Saturday 4 May 2002, Club Grounds, Maronan Rd, Tinwald

Gates open 7.30am, No dogs please.

For information phone D Philpott 03 308 0427, or J Hosken 03 308 7107

Admission
Sites $5 plus $3 per person

AIRPORT GATEWAY MOTOR LODGE
CHRISTCHURCH

Apartment style units to suit all requirements, leisure and
business. Studio, 1 bedroom, 2 bedroom suites.

Licensed restaurant. Secure off-street parking.

Only 2 kms from Airport, close to McLeans Island Club
Grounds, City Bus at Gates.

Proprietors: Errol and Kathryn Smith, VCC Members

RESERVATIONS 0800 2 GATEWAY· 0800 2 428 3929
EMAIL: info@oirportgatewoy.co.nz

45 ROYDVALE AVENUE, CHRISTCHURCH 8005 • PHONE 03 358 7093 FAX 03 358 3654

RESTORED CARS
Magazine Australia

Cartoon Corner

Where older cal'S are seen and loved.
- And some al'e for sale -

ph: 07 573 6547
Te Puke - Rotorua Highway(next to KiJt.j/T"it Cormlry)

THE FASCINATING HISTORY OF MOTORING

TE PUreE
INTAGE

UTa BARN

Was first pUblished in 1973.
All back issues are available.
All vehicles featured are

-.;><r>'" _.''''- restored or in original condi·
u-,,~'. lion. Events, How To's and

Australian motoring History
are a speciafly.

6 ISSUES (ONE YEAR)
Aust $61.00 Air Mail

12 ISSUES (TWO YEARS)
Aust $119,00 Air Mail

Bankcard - Visa - MaslerCard available
EDDIE FORD PUBLICATIONS PIL

29 LYONS ST, NEWSTEAD VIC 3462 AUSTRALIA.
Ph 61 354762212 Fax 61 354762592
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VCC Branch
Reports

Please confine your national reports to
approximately 200 words'

Ashburton Les Bennett

Our Christmas Run held on 9 December
set out to tour Ashburton's industrial estate.
This trip took in the new businesses which
have recently developed in this area,
followed by a tour of the town viewing the
houses decorated for Christmas.

Our New Year's Day Run saw a very
large turnout of vehicles travel through the
Willowby and EiffelLon districts to visit
members Bryan and Mavis Wilkins'
property at Lowecliffe. After having after
noon tea in Mavis's garden we were able to
view the new workshop which Bryan is
building and also his restored 1925
Chrysler and 1936 Morris 8 saloon. The
workshop succeeded in making all the men
envious. It would appear that following a
change in farming policy Bryan has all this
time on his hands and has built this beauti
ful workshop!

Our 33rd Annual Rally was held on
26 January and took us by two routes to the
Te Awa Awa Rata Reserve at the foot of
Mount Hun in the Methven district. After a
leisurely lunch and a natter followed by a
look at the cars, tields tests were undertak
en with much hilarity. We returned to the
c1ubrooms for a happy hour and prize
giving after which an excellent meal was
served in the museum where the tables had
been set up between the cars on display,
this made an excellent setting for a VCC
dinner. An excellent rally and credit must
go to Club Captain Jim Alexander, his
assistants and the committee. One point of
interest concerns the 1937 Chrysler
convertible of visitors Nelson and Lyn
Lipinski from Christchurch and Marie
Bennett'·s identical car (driven by your
scribe on this rally). These two cars are
only two apart in the serial numbers and
would have been shipped together 65 years
ago to New Zealand, they have on at least
three occasions been on the same rally
together.

Our Lady Drivers Run organised by
Doug and Olive Philpot saw about seven
cars take part and was won by Phyil Ellis

~ 1 A/-""l T"'>I .I 1'""\ I 1

The run was followed by a pot luck tea at
the clubrooms.

David Oakley's Whippet truck is
progressing nicely I believe and Rob Ross
has only the wiring and upholstery to
complete on his 1930 Chrysler 77
Convertible Coupe.

Vern Ellis has almost finished the
bodywork and woodwork on his 1929 De
Soto and his 8 cylinder Chrysler Airf10w is
receiving much attention from Rob Ross
and Rob's nephew Duncan Ross.

Auckland John Stokes

Condolences: To Jim, Irene and David
Francis on the death of Nan. Nan played an
important part in the formative years of the
Auckland club at one time serving as treas
urer. Nan attended many events with her
family, usually in the Veteran Delage and
later the Zedel. Nan was also prominent in
HCCA/HCCNZ events and always enCOlll'
aged her family to dress in period attire.

Veterans: The annual Veteran run
attracted twenty-three entrants and was
won by the branch Renault charabanc.
Look for a full report elsewhere. Alan
Lewis has made progress on his 1912
Maxwell Mascot ex Sel Bonney, the body
is panelled and the guards completed as are
the mechanical parts. Alan is also working
on a 1907-08 Kablinker high wheel auto
buggy that he imported from the USA. He
has also gathered most of the bits for his
1912 Delaunay Belleville, apparently the
chassis for this car is almost complete.

Motorcycles: It was good to see David
Williams and Lance Anderson on Lan<.:e's
1916 Indian and 1910 Endurance riding on
the Veteran run. Martin Spicer has his BSA
Gold Flash in pieces for a major overhaul,
his daughter Charlotte, one of our youngest
enthusiasts, has started work in the motor
cycle trade. Col in Leaming has sold his
1950 Scott to a Waiheke Island enthusiast so
it hasn't quite gone offshore. Seventy-five
bikes tUll1ed out for the New Year's Day run
organised by the Colin Tomkins family

Vintage: Mr Pearce produced a freshly
restored 1931 Riley 9 tourer on our January
club run.

PV PWV: Alex Davidson has disposed
of his 1939 Studebaker Commander and is
motoring in his Jowett Javelin. Alan
Roberts has bought a 1965 Hillman, will
the 1939 Pontiac be moved to daughter
Shirley?

Library: A photocopier has been
purchased for the library, a service which
will be very useful to visitors as well as
branch members, bring lots of 10 cent
coins. The library proved its power when
Bill Miller recently produced a very nice
Oakland combination light ignition switch
at the clubrooms. The library resources
soon had it dated as 1923.

Research: Barry Robert and Douglas
Wood are researching the early history of
motoring in the Auckland area. They have
proved that the Auckland AA wasn't
formed until 1903 instead of 1902 as the
AA thought and indeed celebrated on a
number of previous occasions. They are
seeking information that may have been

• • "''"7TI"T' 1

Motoring News" both published 111

Christchurch prior to 1905.
About sixteen members had short flights

in a 1943 De Havilland Dragon aeroplane
after the January Branch run.

Banks Peninsula Andre Le Febvre

It is with great sadness that we record
the sudden death of Dave Richardson. He
was the editor of Dripfeed for some years,
and his cartoons, erudite writing, incisive
humour and vast general knowledge made
reading Dripfeed a keenly anticipated
pleasure. He was a regular participant at
most of our events in the much maligned
"Chug", and at our monthly Noggins he
had that rare ability to hold a large group
spell bound while he held forth on a
diverse range of subjects. People like Dave
helped to define our branch: he gave it
colour, character and loyalty, and his loss
diminishes us all.

Our annual New Years Day Pi<.:nic at
Hororata was very well supported yet again,
with the usual diverse range of vehicles
amongst the 70 participants, although there
was a preponderance of Mark 6 Bentleys
cluttering up the paddock. Highlight for me
was a superb Maserati Ghibli.

Our annual Veteran Rally attracted a
small but exclusive field this year, as they
left Deans Bush to chug purposefully
around Nortll Canterbury before ending up
at the Goynes for field tests, lunch, and
gossip. The Newell Wolseley-Siddeley,
exhausted no doubt by its recent exertions
to Dunedin, managed to strip its timing
gear ell route, and was towed to the first
check point by Richard Garlick in his 1912
Mitchell. Jack and John had hoped to find a
marshall with a stout vehicle to tow them
discreetly back home, so were a little
nonplussed to find that both marshalls were
in Citroen 2CV's. The consensus was that
it would take more than 4CV to tow the
Wolseley, so the Mitchell continued the
good work. After 24 years of ownership,
Gavin Bain had managed to find the correct
wheels for his Calthorpe, and thus inspired,
drove to victory!

Results

1 and 2 cylinders
Rae Fairweather 1911 Renault
4+ cylinders up to 20hp
Gavin Bain 1913 Calthorpe

4 + cylinders more than 20hp
Rob and Diane Ross 1915 Dodge

Field Tests
Gavin Bain 1913 Calthorpe

Age/Mileage
Rob and Diane Ross 1915 Dodge
Concours de Elegance
lan Hogg 1908 Darracq
Overall Winner
Gavin Bain 1913 Calthorpe

And now to something much more
serious. Branch member Avon Hyde has
won more national motorsport races than is
good for him over the years, driving a
variety of indece.ntly .fast cars and trucks,



achievement, The Balcairn Trial, has
eluded him. Not one to take this humilia
tion quietly, Avon has thrown caution to the
winds and with a reckless budget of up to
three figures, has invested heavily in a
couple of Austin Rubys. Phil Mauger, be
very afraid.

Bay of Plenty Garry Linkhorn

The year of branch events started off
rather wet on the 9 January when our mid
week rally (a picnic) setting out for
Tauranga's Kulim Park, was rained-out, but
13 cars with their members were invited
back to Joe and Jill Scott's home for lunch
and a social afternoon. The mid-week rally
on the 13 February, saw 36 residents of
Carter House Retirement Home taken by
15 Vintage and one modern car to
Otaramarae Bay and Park at Lake Rotoiti,
Rotorua. An enjoyable picnic lunch
followed by a sing-song accompanied by a
piano accordian really completed the
scene. The rally was capped off with a
return drive to Carter House, Te Puke, for
afternoon tea. Our big summer event, the
Anniversary weekend two day rally, on 26
and 27 January, was well supported by
visiting branches. Entries being as follows:
Waikato 12, Rotorua 3, Auckland 6,
Welisford I, South Waikato I, North Shore
2, Eastern B.O.P. I, and our branch 23.

The run was interesting and testing,
using sealed and gravel roads of the B.O.P.
Finishing at the Te Puke Vintage Auto Barn
for afternoon tea. A very well organised
event by our Club Captain Paul Beck, who
must receive full marks. Also many thanks
to all the club members who acted as
marshalls, along with Ann and Ray
Nitschke, our club caterers.

Rally Results
VeteranNintage Doug Green Rotorua
Post Vintage John Foote Waikato
Post War Colin Turner Waikato

The Dinner Social Prizegiving, held on
the Sunday evening was a huge success and
capped off with a fantastic floor show by
the local musical keys vaudeville group.

Club meetings for January and February
were well attended, with service badges
being presented to Winton Nicholson 25
years, Colin Dickensen 35 years, and Fred
Roberts 35 years.

For the February meeting, our club
member Julian Webb gave us a very
authoritative talk about his service and
experiences as chief engineer on the inter
island ferry MV Arahallga, her construction
in Scotland and sea trials.

Canterbury Trevor Becker

Reporting back to Boxing Day seems a
distant past. A warm sunny day greeted the
large turnout of members, complete with
happy families in many cars.

An interesting relaxed run to Waikuku
Beach via Brooklands, Woodend with
minimal main highway use, suited the wide
variety of vehicles which made a grand
display and picnic backdrop at the Domain.

The annual Picnic Day run in January
was not so lucky. This outing to Ashley

perhaps the stmt of an indifferent unsea
sonal Canterbury January.

The November 200 I postponement of the
popular annual Homestead Run to January

Clowning around at the Canterbury Branch
Children's Christllllls Picnic day, December 2001.

was again cancelled due to the venues being
unsuitable for the wet conditions.

The Moped Run also affected around
that time, was rescheduled to February 9
with fewer bikes than may have turned out
on the earlier date. Nevertheless, this run
with fairly lengthy staging was well
enjoyed by those who made the effort,
around 30 starters, and almost, the same
finishers. The lovely day was a bonus and
organiser Damen Page had planned a good
challenge into the Fernside-Rangiora
district with an interesting return route.

The main events of February are the
Annual Rally and the Annual Motorcycle
Rally. With the Annual Rally open to all
club registered vehicles and members it
was disappointing and quite surprising that
no motorcycles entered to contest the seven
trophies on offer to them. Also a large
percentage of the 138 entries did not travel
to the relatively distant Field Test venue at
Lowburn on the Sunday. The Rally Dinner
and Presentation went off very well at the
Cutler Park Clubrooms with gOQd support.

Results of the Annual Rally

Cockram Trophy - Veteran 1 & 2 cyl
Concours
Overall winner George Lee
Cockram Trophy - Veteran 4 & 6 Cyl
concours
Overall winner Andrew McClintock
(Also Shaw trophy with 1912 Ford)
M S Coombes PV Concours
Mark Morrison 1934 Chevrolet
Bonne Bell Cosmetics Trophy
lan Clemments 1956 Jaguar XK140
Best Overall Concours . Trophy
donated Trevor Stanley
lan Clemments 1956 Jaguar XK140
Fowler Trophy for P60 Vintage
Concours
Terry Kiesanowski 1962 Vauxhall
Club Captain's Trophy Commercial
Trophy overall
Joseph McClintock International Truck
Crester Car Sales Trophy Commercial
Concours
John and Judy Parrott 1973 Morris Minor
Utility
Eric Walker Trophy

... n",n r __ L.. __ n_: __

Last but by no means least one very
competitive woman cleaned out the Lady
Driver's cupboard! Elsie Hartley, driving
her pretty Morris Oxford Bullnose won

The Lady Drivers Shaskey Trophy
The Moore Rutgeers Trophy for Best
Performance by Lady Driver Veteran
or Vintage, plus
Best Performance by Lady Driver
Overall plus
Gymkhana Competition Trophy for
Best Performance in Field Tests!!

Editorial deadline precludes reporting
Annual Motorcycle Rally until next issue
of Beaded Wheels, along with Annual
Commercial and Rear Wheel Brake Rallies.

Finally did anyone pick up the 'blooper'
in last Canterbury Notes. Just one phone
call was received, but it was thc Branch
Chairman. How Owen Genets' Co
Manager Kay Shaskey became replaced as
Librarian remains a mystcl)l, however, be
assured that Myra Saunders and Shirley
Wills, mentioned elsewhere at that time
have not taken over the library! Both have
enough to do within the branch already.
Alas the "blooper" may be the product of a
tired "senior moment" or similar gremlin.
Be assured our thousands of books and
magazines remain the the excellent care of
Kay and Owen.

The organising of the 2nd National
Commercial Rally at Labour weekend
2002 is well underway. There are various
venues for the rally and camping facilities
will be available at Cutler Park. Excellent
Rally routes with a major truck show and
display are being organised over the
weekend.

Central Otago John Loudon

On 25 November we had a tour round
some wineries in the Cromwell area and a
very relaxed day was enjoyed, with 16 cars
attending. There are some very large areas
in grapes now and it appears to be the "in
thing" at present to have a vineyard and
join in with the growing of different
varieties to produce some of the best wines
in New Zealand. Our main stop was at
Olssens Winery, Bannockbum where every
year they have a 'scarecrow gathering' and
competition day for the best designs. Some
very ingenious ones were scattered among
the vines and gave plenty to look at. Kids
dressed for the occasion and certainly
looked the part. There seems no end to
what can be produced from recycled items,
plastic bottles, bits of pvc pipe, beer cans
(empty of course) etc. A team of Cromwell
members raided the parts department and
made up an entry which to the general
surprise of participants won second prize
and produced a heap of laughs even if it
was a bit rude. Photo to follow as film is
still in camera.

Our Christmas event on 2 December
was well attended with some new faces
turning up to join the usual bunch. Only
one contender for the restoration of the
year 'Tapper Trophy' this time and it went
to Robert Duncan with the Chrysler 77
Roadster, a nice clean vehicle. It travels



of that era is hungry on gas though better
with an overdrive fitted.

About this time we purchased some
portals to erect a building and cover in a
large area for storage and protect our stock
of parts. This will be done in sections as
finance permits and of course subject to
Council consent and conditions.

On 18 December we were host to some
of the AshbUlton branch members on a
back country tour of this area. About ]5
cars of all descriptions, some nice vehicles
and of course nice people. They all enjoyed
the barbeque meal we supplied and went
through the parts with some treasures
going out the gate.

The Seven Lakes Tour in late January
was well attended by our Branch with all
enjoying the weekend event. The final
event was a barbeque tea at Bannockburn
late Sunday.

We had another wine tour in early
February (seems to be getting a habit) this
time round the Alexandra area arranged by
team Walker and Co. Another relaxed after
noon with most having the opportunity to
taste the various produce and comment on
them. A barbecue at McCorkindales ended
the day but cannot comment as we could not
attend - home again to shift the irrigator.

Four long distance travellers are away to
the Art Deco week in Napier. I hope the
ferry crossing was not too rough and the
weather better than earlier in the week.

Other members away to the Austin 7
tour at Blenheim. They will be enjoying
their tour and maybe the MoleswOlth won't
be so dusty after the rain.

Our activities seem to have been
covered and I do enjoy reading of other
Clubs activities.

Eastern Bay of Plenty E1aine Proffit

Eighteen cars assembled for the January
club run organised and set by Val and Kath.
These two ladies did a tine job taking us
into territory some of us had not seen
before. We cruised over to the
Rotorua/Tauranga highway, then the
questions started as we travelled around the
back of Lake Rotorua and up into the bush
between the lake and Te Puke eventually
emerging in Te Puke for some straightline
navigation. "You need practice", we were
told! A couple of interesting stops on the
way had us looking at some restored
tractors and a collection of various tools,
and a display of needlework. Very impres
sive. Three cars experienced some
problems, one, a certain] OSE having to be
towed home from Te Puke when its clutch
"packed a sad". And it was wet!

February we hired a bus and had a trip
to Waihi. Places visited included Te Puna
Quarry Park, Motton Estate Winery, Ken
Hogg's Car Museum, Martha Mine and a
Craft shop, and to finish, a stop at
Plummer's Point, Tauranga to view a
Marmon and a Chrysler which had been
restored by the late Mr Pat Newton.
Organised by John and Sylvia, they sure
put on a great day for us with everyone
enjoying not driving and being able to take
in the scenerv. Also in Februarv. we had 12

overnight en route to the Art Deco rally in
Napier. Our branch catered a meal for the
visitors and an enjoyable social evening
was had by all. Four vehicles from EBOP
also travelled to the Art Deco, described as
a fantastic weekend.

Gisborne Rodney Clague

This year commenced with a working
bee to spruce up the clubrooms and
grounds in readiness for the proposed
visits from out-of-town groups through
our area in February and March. New
curtains were purchased and hung, the
previously-battered back door received a
new coat of paint and three of the outer
walls received two coats of paint which
has really smartened the building up.
Meanwhile the A and P Showgrounds
custodian mowed the grass down the long
driveway from the road, and also mowed
the area adjacent to the clubrooms, and
after two or three cuts the area is now
looking the best it has ever done.

The first visit was from the Far North
folk who had travelled around East Cape
on their way to the Art Deco rally in
Hawke's Bay. We hosted them to tea in the
evening followed by a social hour or two,
during which the tourists went through
their nightly ritual of fining anyone who
had made an ass of themselves during the
day, I don't think many escaped the atten
tion of the "tiner of the day". It was a
great evening.

The next visit was from the Morris
Enthusiasts' Club who had also travelled
around the East Cape from Taupo with
stops at Awakeri and Te Araroa. Their
arrival on the Sunday coincided with an All
British Day which had been organised by
the local chapter of the Morris Minor Club.
We hosted them on the Wednesday for
morning tea before they moved on to Mahia
for a few days, then on to Hawkes Bay.

As I write this (yes, late again!) we are
hosting the Horseless Carriage Club
Veterans on their way from Cape Palliser to
Cape Reinga. Again we provided tea for
them on the Saturday, followed by another
enjoyable social hour or two. Some of them
continued around the East Cape on Sunday,
overnighting at Hicks Bay, while the rest
remained in town some no doubt watching
progress on the (successful) attempt to tow
the stricken log ship Jody F Millenium off
our beautiful beach. We had hoped that
some of them would participate in our
annual ABJ Motors Trophy gymkhana held
in the afternoon, but that was not to be.
Both groups were to meet up in Opotiki on
the Monday to continue their tour to the
Far North.

Our next visit will be from the Bay of
Plenty Branch who will also travel via East
Cape to visit us for a meal on March 16,
while a group of Waikato members have
indicated that they will visit us around
Anzac Day.

In the me,mtime Joe and Merle Webber
attended the Austin 7 rally around Nelson,
Doug and Dell Fairbank and Greg Aston
attended the Morris rally, Tony and Dot
Nottin2: attended the Art Deco Rallv. ;mo

branch commercial rally at Huntly. Who
says Gisborne is isolated?

Hawkes Bay Derek Gordon

With the holiday season behind us we
can look forward to a full and eventful year
ahead. Our January Swap Meet and Car
Show went off very well with fifty car
turning up for display also there was a
varied selection of stalls and this time the
weather was on our side.

Our Art Deco weekend attracted one
hundred and fifty-three vehicles some from
the Far North and from the South Island,
even one from the United Kingdom.

Everyone came dressed for occasion
and believe me there were some wonded'ul
art deco costumes. There was a competitive
and non-competitive run with many cars
taking place and with everybody enjoying
themselves. There was a good turnout for
Gatsby Picnic on Sunday and despite the
odd shower everybody seemed to be enjoy
ing themselves.

Another occasion where old friends met
and new acquaintances were made. A great
weekend thanks to Diane and Geoff
Quarrie and their willing group of workers.
Winner of Art Deco Weekend

Overall and 1st Vintage
Tony-Myrna Lane 1929 Willys-Knight

Post Vintage
Jack and
Judi MacKinnon 1937 Oldsmobile

HOl"Owhenua Peter Nightingale

The year began well. For those who
were available there was Sunday Run on 6
January to the Otaki Races. Some dressed
in the period of their vehicles for a Posh
Picnic. Bill and Mary Howan made an
impression in their 60s gear with their 196]
Dodge. Horowhenua members joined the
Wellington Branch for a combined picnic
at Southwards Museum for their February
run. Over lunch there was an opportunity to
see the latest restoration in progress - a
1938 Mercedes-Benz. I suggest you read
the February Spark for a description of the
enthralling cricket match which followed.
The February meeting was held with a
difference at Coiling and Gray's
Panelbeaters. Dave and wife Colleen had
invited us to learn more about what
happens when your car ends up in his
tirm's hands. We were divided into two
groups and while one group learnt what
was involved in preparing and painting and
observed this the others were finding out
about panelbeating. It is amazing what
machines can do now. How precise they
can straighten a chassis to, within three
millimetres, however in Dave's words this
is a bad repair so much hand work is
required to get the tolerance to as close to
zero as possible. Our chairman Alton
Harrison is moving back in time as he has
purchased a 1939 Morris Series E. We may
get him into a Vintage vehicle in the future.
Ivan Horn has completed his restoration of
a 1928 Ford Model AA 1I seater schoolbus
which .will he- IT~Pri :llo::: ~ lYInhi!p hrH"np



Rover Iimo which is understood to be the
only known survivor of six which were
built that year, ex Harry Arcus. It was
driven into the garage in 1958 with a
cracked piston. They had pistons cast but
work stopped. Restoration has now startcd.

Manawatu Robyn Corpe

Our thanks to Dallas for her twelve
years of reports. Well done Dallas. Our
family have been members for three years 
my husband Rex has a 1928 Dodge Fast 4,
a 1942 Willys jeep, our son has a )939
Hillman Minx and his wife a 1965 Triumph
Motor bike. I am not trusted to drive
"Dolly" the Dodge so ) bought myself a
1937 Austin 10 from a club member. Our
seven grandchildren and I are enjoying
"Bertha" named in memory of a wonderful
Nana.

On 19 January, Feilding celebrated the
annual Settlers Day and the opening of the
Coach House. The Manawatu Historic
Vehicle Collection Trust have spent many
years collecting, restoring vehicles and
planning the museum. Well worth a visit.
The parade, prior to the opening, included
some of our Veteran cars and the Vintage
cars were on display in the square. Ran and
Jill Blanchett hosted the Veterans to a
barbecue later in the day. Following the
Church service the next day we held a Posh
Picnic. Sadly it rained and the "posh
people" had to shelter under the verandah.

The New Year's Day Run capably organ
ised again by Len Haycock, was a great
success. At least 25 cars enjoyed a run to
Mount Lees Reserve near Feilding where
we all enjoyed a picnic lunch. After lunch
we made our way to the Haycock home at
Bulls for afternoon tea. This day was the
first outing for new members Pat and Joan
Henaghan from Colyton in their Model A
Tourer. We wish them many happy miles of
motoring. On 10 February about seventeen
cars left from the Feilding Railway Station
at 9am and headed for Fordell. By 1O.30am
about 40 cars from our branch, the
Wanganui Club and the Austin Club were
parked neatly on Bruce and Jenny Ardell's
lawn. Bruce owns "Mechanical
Restorations and Vintage Spares" and is the
stockist of Replacement Automotive parts.
Not only were his sheds full of neatly
stocked parts but we were also shown
another shed with 24 unrestored cars and
many interesting items around the walls. A
Moffat stove and a Beattie washer caught
the eye of the ladies while the men spent a
happy hour reminiscing, looking and
talking. After a quick drink 32 cars headed
towards Mangamahu and up a private metal
road for three miles where we had a picnic
lunch under shady trees. We followed the
road for another three miles and came out
on the Raetihi/Wanganui Road. Some
members stayed on to enjoy a barbecue at
the Wanganui Clubrooms. A very enjoyable

Marlborough Graham Edwards

Unlike most of the country, we have not
suffered the extreme weather conditions
which causes cancellation of events but one
must admit to a poor beginning to the
season by Marlborough standards.

Since my last report in Beaded Wheels
No 254 we have had some very successful
runs and events including a 'poker run'
which was well attended and enjoyed by all
with many a laugh during and afterwards.

Our annual run on 2 January to visit
Trevor and Doreen Harris at their bach at
the Grove in the Marlborough Sounds.
There were 13 vehicles and occupants
again this year. Thanks must go to hostess
Doreen who always makes us so welcome.

To cater for the more adventurous
drivers who like to get off the 'tarmac', we
had the Richmond Brook/Waireka run
which was not everyone's cup of tea so to
speak. This was a test of both driver and
vehicle and of course not suitable for all
our cars but it was enjoyed by nearly all
who went.! only wish I could have gone in
my Chrysler but I wouldn't have taken our
Singer Roadster. It is our own responsibili
ty to find out if a particular trip is suitable
to our machine or ourselves before we go.

The biggest event lately has been our
Branch Motorcycle Rally and Thru' the
ages Bike Show. On Friday I February we
put on a magnificent display of over 80
motorcycles of all ages, makes, sizes and
descriptions. Thanks must go to our neigh
bours, Vintage Farm Machinery for
allowing us to use their new building for
the static display. Many of these machines

....
Just some of the 80 plus motorcycles on display
at the "Thnt the Ages" show being part of the
Mar/borough Branch Motorcycle Rally.

had not been seen before on display and the
presentation was a credit to all concerned.

The following morning was the start of
the rally in lovely clear weather conditions.
Entries numbering 31 took their choice of
three routes. Some chose the Port
Underwood route and others went on the
equally picturesque route through Queen
Charlotte Drive with views of sea, bush and
bays.

The third route was the Hawkesbury run
through vineyards, olive groves and sheep
country. This route also incorporated the
historic road race circuit of the same name.
All competitors met for lunch at the Tua
Marina Hall.

1968 BMW and sidecar (1011 and Norma
Dougherty. Taumaranui) at the MarlbolVugh
Branch Motorcycle Rally 1-3 February 2002

The evening meal and presentation of
prizes was also well attended and enjoyed
by all. Overall rally winners: Ian and Norma
Dougherty from Taumaranui on their beauti
ful 1968 BMW/sidecar combination.
Winners of the three rally routes were:
Hawkesbury Route,
Bill Munro, Wellington

1951 Ambassador.
Queen Charlotte Route
Eric and Sylvia Nash, Marlborough

1936 Matchless
Port Underwood Route
lan and Norma Dougherty, Taumaranui

1968 BMW
Let's hope we see you all back when we

repeat the event.
Our Ladies Section should come in for

some special mention for they are such
hard working and dedicated members.
They certainly help swell the Branch
coffers and it is so appreciated for we all
share the rewards of their efforts. Recenlly
thesc Ladies worked at the "Christmas in
lhe Brayshaw Park" event and when we
had the Motorcycle Rally they were at it
again looking after everyone in need of
refreshments. Again on the Austin Seven
Rally weekend these workers put in a big
effort which was held on 16/17 February.
Although that event was not a VCC event
we assisted the Austin Register as
mentioned above and we also supplied
manpower to handle the field events and
marshalling duties. That was a huge rally
and we enjoyed being able lo take part by
helping a Sister Club.

In March, our Branch is helping a sister
club with the Sunbeam Talbot Darracq
Register National Rally.

Our "Blokes in Shed" guys under the
direction of Terry Watson have sold some
vehicles for restoration and tidy-ups and
we feel sure we will see some of them out
on runs in the future. There are still some
bargains awaiting interested buyers so
contact the blokes with the parts.

There is a lot of activity to report on in
the next issue so watch this space.

Nelson June Campbell

The Annual Christmas Picnic/ Barbecue
which was held at Lee Valley on 16
December saw some 40 vehicles, including
modems and a campervan plus owners,
come along to enjoy a day in the sun. There
were organised activities for everyone,
younj! and old. and Santa OHce again



1912 Regal
1917 Ford TT;

1914 Vauxhall.

Northland Dave Duirs

V8 Ford Coupe

Chrysler 'New Yorker'

Cadillac

Chevrolet Chevelle
coupe

Model A 2 door

1950 V8 convertible

1935 Ford truck

1960 Cadillac

1980-90
Ed Duplessis Corvette
1990-2000
John Stevens Corvette
2000-2001
Keith Newey Mack truck

During two weeks of January Malcolm
and I took our Aston Martin DB5 on a trip
around the South Island. We planned the
trip dependent on the weather and missed
all that teITible rain that some of the East
Coast was hit with. We went down the
K:1ikonra roa~t rhri~tchll",'h A~hhllrtnn

highlight before driving over the Gentle
Annie to TaihapeIWaiouru (nowhere near
as tough as envisaged but most rewarding
scenery-wise) and on to Taupo for our last
night as a group before wending our way
back north tired and rewarded by a great
advcnture and great company in our team
and the places we visited. The vehicles had
their moments, but all made it home
without any major mishaps.

We recently hosted the Horseless
Carriage Club to dinner on the last stage of
their journey from Cape Palliser, unfortu
nately they left their vehicles in Kaitaia,
but some of us did see some of them on our
roads while they were up here and they
also kindly visited some of our schools.

Our main focus is planning for the 25th
Brian Parker Memorial Rally after Easter
which we hope will attract some of those
from the National North Island Easter
Rally.

The Honours Board, made from
polished radiator surrounds is now
complete and away with the sign writer, a
great effort from those involved.

The year has started well and we have a
few more new members who we trust will
enjoy some of our events.

Hello everyone from North Shore
Branch. Have been so busy missed the last
issue - Whew! wherc has the time gone?

Our Swap Meet and 14th Annual All
American Car Show at the end of
November, were once again a great
success, thanks largely to the hard work of
our club members. Results from the
judging are as follows:

1st Overall
Tony Haldvich
Commercial
lan Taylor
Pre 1930
Andrew Foote
1930-40
Noel Trainor
1940-50
Norm Pye
1950-60
lan Cole
1960-70
Tony Haldvich
1970-80
John Murray

North Shore Terry Dean

1914 Hupmobile
1911 Ford
1905 Ford

With feasting, grandkids and tourists out
of the way it was the branch's turn to be
lazy with Gordon and Shirley Matthews'
picnic and rUIl. Participants gathered at the
c1ubrooms and the "run" consisted of a
short drive down to Reid's beach'at Aurere
where swimming, yarning and whatever
else one does on one of the most beautiful
spots in Doubtless Bay on picnic day
occurred ... relaxing and therapeutic no
doubt'

Some members attended the Kaikohe
Swap Meet which looks like it is to be
an annual event. This is not an official
VCC event but has some members involved
and from all accounts is well worth
supporting.

A big event for a group of twelve cars
was Lyn and Win Matthews' East Cape
Tour (l0 - )8 February) which saw us
cover some 1,450 miles from Taipa to
Miranda; to Whakatane to be hosted by
Eastern Bay of Plenty at Bert Watchorn's
truck collection; to Hick's Bay in fog and
rain where we danced and sang into the
wee hours; to Tolaga Bay (via the Cape
lighthouse) to barbecue in the rain; to
Gisborne and the Jodi F Millenium saga
and to be hosted by the Gisbome VCC and
then on to Napier for three days to dress up
and enjoy the Art Deco celebrations and
show off our old vehicles with the other
150 old girls which roamed the streets at
the time. The experience of Napier at this
time was great and is thoroughly recom
mended. A trio alonQ the heach on tractor

follow-up articles. Although no longer a
principal part of the opening ceremony for
Dunedin's Festival, which has been
watered down and now is somewhat
dispersed, the Rally began from the centre
of the city as is traditional and The
Octagon was closed for the occasion. Cars,
fire engines, vans and trucks were fired up
and led by the Winters' 1900 Wolseley as
usual, set off for Brighton for field trials
and then on to the Taieri A and P Show in
the afternoon as exhibits.

Overall Winner:
Bob Oakley
2 lan Chittock
3 Jane and Nigel Price
Concours
1 Alasdair Brass
2 Paul Heron
3= B.Oakley and Robin Dixon
Field Tests
1 BOakley
2 I Chittock
3 J and N Price
Time Trial
1 Julian Smith 1912 Ford,
2 Tom Churchill 1916 Dennis Fire Engine
3 I Chittock 1917 Ford.

At the closing dinner, the National
President, Leigh Craythorne, presented
Geoff Mehrtens with his fifty years service
badge, a rare honour indeed and one which
Geoff has really earned as he continues to
be an active participant in Branch events.
Congratulations, GeoU from us all.

A busy start to 2002 for this Branch,
with the 11th Jackson Memorial Run over
the Otago Peninsula held on Sunday 20
January and well organised by George
Tofield as usual. George even found a
couple of new variations on the limited
number of roads on the Peninsula this time
round. Riley vehicles were to the fore on
this event as Ron Swete, 1952 RM
roadster, won the run and Oily and Jan
Laytham, 1965 4/72 were second, followed
by Ross Mathews, MG 1100, third and
John Gray, Model T and Sandy Long,
Model A fourth equal. Afternoon tea was
enjoyed at Harwood Township on Otago
Harbour courtesy of the local CWI ladies 
the usual country-style spread!

The 48th Brighton Run for Veteran
vehicles was held on Saturday, 26 January
and featured seventeen entrants, a fairly
representative number for this event.
Newsoaoer coverage was better than usual

Otago OIly Laytham

dispensing sweets to all - we were thankful
to get the much wished for fine day.

The Annual Christmas Parade at Takaka
was unfortunately allotted a wet day but
some members travelled over the hill to
take part in a well supported (locally)
event.

25 year badges were awarded to Richard
Topliss, Don Campbell, George Griffith,
Neil Mattsen and Derek Thomason at the
Nelson Rally 200 I and at the first meeting
this year Duncan McClelland received a 35
year badge. Well done all.

The year has started with the picnic at
Rabbit Island (14 vehicles) and a good
number of VCC vehicles joined the Second
Lord Nelson Charity Parade on 16 January.
This function is organised by the Classic
Motoring Society and proceeds this year
went to the Nelson Hospice. Dale Conlon
gave a beautifully presented display on
upholstery at the first Club Nite for the
year and the Chairman's Run is on the 16
FeblUary, President Geoff has this in hand.
Thank you John and Elva King for the
letter of appreciation re the first class
outings organised by our dedicated Club
Captains and the happy atmosphere we
enjoy in the Club.

Events of local interest recently have
becn the Nelson Classic and Vintage
Motorcycle Club display at Stoke and the
Petrolhead Heaven Display at Motueka.
Steam has also been up at the Pigeon
Valley Museum.

Several local Austin 7s have been
sighted around the streets, no doubt prepar
ing to take part in the forthcoming Austin
7s only Rally to be hosted by Blenheim in
February.

Tony and Michelle White and family
along with Neal and Anne Dome are off to
take part in the Model T Rally in
Masterton, looking forward to hearing all
about it when they return.

Mid-March should see a convoy head
south to take part in the West Coast
Sceniclancl Rally - always a great weekend,
wonder what bush roads they will take us
up this year?



look who came to visit ...

The Aussie group with Bob Ballantyne '.I beawiful Auburn. People from lefi are Bev Noonan,
Kay Howkills, Doug Hawkins, Ron Noonan, Linka Hall, Graham Eastgate, Bria/1 Hall.

We are members of the Buick Car Club of Australia (Queensland). We first heard
about the North Shore Branch's All American Car Show in an edition of Beaded
Wheels last year. It was too late for us to attend the 2000 car show but decided we
would like to go to the 2001 Show. We contacted Bob Ballantyne who gave us some
helpful information in relation to the Car Show and Swap Meet.

Bookings were made and we duly arrived in Auckland on 21 November 2001 in
company with other Club members Doug and Kay Hawkins. We arrived a few days
early so thar we could do a little sight seeing in your lovely country and also take in the
Te Puke Car Museum. On Friday, we were joined by another club member, Graham
Eastgate, and also Ron and Bev Noonan from the Sydney Club.

We were all envious of the beautiful Club House and grounds of the North Shore
Branch, and what a great roll up of cars for the Car Show on Sunday. We thoroughly
enjoyed the Show and thank you for the hospitality shown to us by the North Shore
Club members, particularly Bob and Debbie.

Man you should have heard the moans.
Two thirds of the entrants got lost - and
they were all the so called experienced
rallyists. They all committed the cardinal
sin of not looking properly for the clues
and simply following the car in front.
Surprisingly though, it was the few inexpe
rienced competitors who spotted the clues
by keeping their eyes open.

February's 11111 was the President's affair
and it was a well thought out event, tinish
ing at a very pleasant venue called the
Awakeri Camping complex. It was an
extremely relaxing day, and the total
journey through picturesque farm land was
approximately 100 miles.

Unfortunately the level of participation
at both the new year's events was, to put it
bluntly, pathetic. Ten and eleven vehicles
respectively, attended both runs and when
you consider the work put in to organising
these events, the response is extremely
poor. Club Captain Doug Green has organ
ised some good monthly speakers but you
still get the "behind your back" moaners
who say the club runs or the speakers are
not good enough. Enough of the negative
bellyaching, criticism and more positive
participation in our branch's affairs, is what
is sorely needed.

And speaking of positive participation,
• • 11' ,-

Dennis and Pat Burr were all .among the
prizes with Bill and Dorothy Clouston
collecting the overall main prize the Stan
McCutcheon Trophy.

And at this point it is my sad duty to
advise that this trophy's donor, Stan
McCutcheon passed away recently. Stan
was a stalwart of the club, and to those who
knew him, his name was synonomous with
Morris 8s. He had a wry sense of humour
and in his younger day was a musician of
some note, playing and leading many
dance bands and was, I understand one of
the very few people at the time who could
play the old revolving organ which graced
Auckland's old Civic picture theatre. He
was a regular attender of the midweek
group and it was a fitting gesture that his
old Morrie 8 led the final cortege. He will
be missed by all the many club members
who knew him over the years.

December/January's Beaded Wheels
(253) featured a great article on page 18
about one of our newer club members.
Trevor Coker is restoring a 1926 Chevvy
Tourer and his story is one of sheer dogged
perseverance and determination. Boy I
hope I am around when that Chevvy hits
the road Trev.

The new year has started with a couple
of runs. Yours truly assisted Dave Pannell
w... : ........1-. ........ 1............. ; ............... 4:' "" ..-. ........... n~.lr~L;_~

Greetings from the scented city.
Apologies to club members for missing
January's Beaded Wheels but there seems
to have been more than a few fix and repair
days lately and January's closing date for
editOlial copy just slipped by unnoticed.

Our Christmas social was, as usual, a
boomer, and chairman Cliffy gave a fairly
good impersonation of Santa Claus at our
Christmas Breakfast a fortnight later in
mid-December.

Our annual November Sulphur City
Rally attracted the usual large number of
entrants, approximately 45 vehicles taking
part with competitors from neighbouring
clubs EBOP, Waikato and Taupo figuring in
the prize list.

Evergreen club members Bill and Adelai
Skelton, Andy and Mary Watson, Mac and
M~ro Rrf\~rI RI''''! ~nl"l M"lh, R{)u/nltr-h !lnn

Rotorua John Kirkland

all around Lake Tekapo and that central
area to see the colourful wildflowers on the
roadsides. Drove up to Milford Sound, then
headed back down to lnvercargill. Back up
the east coast just prior to Dunedin then
inland again along the Maniototo basin,
eventually heading up the West Coast and
Picton. We covered 3,400 miles and she
went beautifully. What a great country we
have and what spectacular scenery!
Cliched I know, but it's true.

Congratulations to Henry Rynbeck who
won a special award for his Packard 645
Phaeton at the 2002 Intermarque Concours
d'Elegance at Ellerslie Racecourse.

A number of branch members tootled
down to Napier for their annual Art Deco
Rally, and the 'Not too serious celebration
of this era'. This, as usual, was a wonderful
weekend, growing in popularity each year.
There was a record IS 3 cars on the Hawkes
Bay's branch rally/tour. What a fantastic
array of cars, some travelling from the
South Island. A special thanks go to the
Hawkes Bay Branch, in particular Dianne
and Geoff Quarrie who organise this rally,
combined with the 'get togethers' at their
c1ubrooms over this weekend. Well done
again! The costumes worn by the men,
women and increasingly children, were a
sight to behold. Once again the weather tried
to interfere, but to no avail, we still all had a
fantastic time - can't wait until next year!

On 10 March, the 2nd Art Deco Gatsby
picnic will happen in Devonport,
Auckland. This was a great success in
1999, with the Devonport Arts Festival
committee supporting us as part of their
summer programme.

Our branch's annual Posh Picnic is on
24 March. This takes the form of a short
organised tour, tinishing at Lake Pupuke.
Participants dress and have their picnic
pertaining to the year of their vehicle. This
is always a great event.

Most importantly our next calendar
event, the 'Northern Raid' is on Sunday 28
April 2002. So if you are interested get
your entry forms in, as we would love to
see members from other branches.

Well, we are all enjoying the summer
with many events to enjoy our cars. Happy
motoring.



North Island Easter Rally. It promises to be
a real humdinger, matched only by good
old Rotorua hospitality and weather. On
this positive note, I'll close by wishing all
branch's a bumper year. Remember, get
those old cars out and on the roads. Stuff
the moderns and get the old clunkers going.
Not only is this more fun, it is sometimes
downright hair raising.

Southland Dave Harris

The first event for the year was the
Annual Open Day, held on January 20.
Many members brought out their cars to
the Clubrooms to show them off to the
public on a glorious summer day. The
public arrived in droves, and there were
traffic and parking problems on the road
outside. Attracting a lot of attention was
Ken Hall's Stanley 735. The free afternoon
tea provided was popular.

Several people expressed interest in
joining, and two put in applications on the
day. As usual, a great success.

The January Branch meeting attracted a
good crowd, with local truck collector, Bill
Richardson as guest speaker. Bill spoke on
how he became interested in collecting and
restoring trucks.

The South land Rally was held on 2
February and attracted a good entry in
excess of 90 vehicles. The day dawned
cool, but fine. There were three routes to
lunch and field tests at Gorge Road School.
A couple of vehicles didn't make it with
Jack Toomey having steering trouble in the
Nash, and Mac McGarry arriving at lunch
on a modern bike after his Royal Enfield
ran out of compression. After lunch the
competitors set off on either a long or short
route home. The tirst part of this was the
timed section of the rally, and the two
routes were set up so only one check was
required. From the check the run home was
untimed, and many on the long route
decided to go directly home rather than
follow the route, and only four cars
completed the long route. Overall winner
of the Rally was Doug Willis, travelling
solo in his 1906 Reo.

The Branch Veteran Rally was held
three weeks later and attracted 16 cars and
bikes. The route was to Riverton, where the
field tests were held. All competitors
managed to make the journey untroubled.

Bryan Morris (right) winner of the Waitara
Mini Vin TOllr with his navigators Kathleen and
Bill Moore ofWaitara.

Overall winner was Paul Herron (Gore)
in his 1911 Ford T.

The prize giving for the Veterans was
held at the clubrooms and was followed by
a barbecue, to which the entrants in the
International Bentley Rally were also
invited. A good number attended, with
many Bentleys, old and not so old in the
car park.

18th National Motorcycle Rally - 2003
By now all enthusiastic motorcyclists will
be aware that the Southland Branch of the
Vintage Car Club of NZ is hosting the
above Rally to be held in Invercargill on 28
February, I and 2 March 2003. Progress on
the organisation of this event is well under
way with the social functions being held at
the Invercargill Workingmen's Club, in the
heart of the city and accommodation within
walking distance of this venue. We are fOltu
nate that the Organising committee for this
event are all motorcyclists so the entrants
needs will be well catered for. It is envis
aged that the After Rally Tour will take you
into the Fiordland area and finish at Wanaka.

We look forward to seeing you in 2003.

South Otago Bill Cross

Eighteen South Otago members had
their Vintage vehicles out for the Christmas
outing and tifteen journeyed to Gore for the
Gore Festival rally. Those making the
journey south or (as it is Gore is actually
north) of Balclutha were, Bill and Gaynor
Falconer 1970 Rover, Stuart and Noeline
Milne 1956 Hillman, John and Jan Cook
1962 Morris Ian and Wilma McDonald
1955 Zephyr, Paul and Kaye McNabb 1964
Vauxhall, Wally and Alison Ollerenshaw
1938 Morris, Leon and Diane Maguire

1965 Hillman, Allan Budge 1930 BSA
motorcycle, Robin Benington 1941 Indian
MC, Tony and Megan Smith 1955 Consul,
Peter and Dot Umfreville 1972 Wolseley,
Graeme Jarvie 1937 Pontiac, Malcolm
McIver and Malcolm Thomson 1927
Chrysler, Angus and Margaret Katon 1929
DeSoto, Dean and Shirley Katon 1928
DeSoto.

During early February Jim Beeby and
the 1937 Austin Seven Ruby made the trip
from Balclutha to Christchllrch in one day
to attend his daughter's wedding and then
onto Blenheim for the National Austin
Register Rally.

On 16 February the South Otago
Woodcraft opened its new clubrooms and
workshop in Crown Street Balcllltha. All
the clubs domiciled at Crown Street were
invited to open their rooms and mount a
display on the day of the opening. The
local branch of the Vintage Car Club along
with the Bridge Club, Pottery Club, Red
Cross, St John Ambulance, all entered into
the spirit of the occasion. The South Otago
Branch had a static display of some dozen
vehicles representing a good coverage of
models and years. One member had a
nicely presented chassis and running gear
of a late 1960 Triumph Spitfire sitting on a
trailer.

Taranaki Colin Johnston

The 29th Waitara Mini-Vin Tour was
held in February and this popular branch
event attracted twenty-two entries. The
rally this year concentrated around the
Waitara township and the key to success
was quick observation, in fact very quick as
a section of the rally caught a few.
Everyone enjoyed the brilliant sunshine
and warm weather. There were plenty of
silent checks to look for. The winner this
year was Bryan Morris in his 1964 Austin
A60. Bryan is a regular attender at this
event and this is the first time he has won
it. His navigator was Bill Moore from
Waitara. The second placing went to
Milton Smith driving a 1938 Chev. The
first placed motorcycle was Rob and
Margaret Gudopp on a 1946 BSA.
Presentations were held at the end on the
rally along with afternoon tea. Preparations
are now underway to celebrate the 30th
anniversary of the event next year in
Febmary.

Our Maunga Moana Rally is being
held in April and organising of the event
is well in hand. The National President,
Leigh Craythorne, has accepted our
invitation to attend this rally, we all look
forward to her visit.

We welcome new members David and
Raewyn Lusk from Rahotu who have just
acquired a fully restored 1938 Ford V8
from the Wellington area.

Hugh Cowan organised a run to
Hazlewoods Horse Museum at Kaponga
where we found an amazing array of horse
pictures, horse ornaments, in fact anything
to do with horses was there. We then
carried on to the well known Hollard
Gardens which is well worth a visit if you
are in the South Taranaki area.



committee for the Associated Country
Women of the World, an organisation of
rural womens interest groups with nine
million members. She was a very talented
speaker and it made one very thankful for
our living conditions here in New Zealand.

Waikato Jan Deal"love

The New Year kicked off with a well
attended, and much enjoyed trip on new
Year's Day to the Glenbrook Vintage
Railway. This was followed by the hugely
successful first Moped and Scooter Rally,
from now on to be known as the Blue
Smoke & Pedals Rally. With 48 entrants
having 54 machines between them, the
variety of mopeds, scooters and c1ip-ons
was surprisingly wide.

The fun day included activities such as a
"slow race", a timed road run, and an
unusual hill climb. Opportunities were
made for the swapping of rides, and some
machines even changed hands permanent
ly. It was great to see the support for this
new event, and especially to see some long
standing members' faces whom we rarely
see nowadays. From the permanent grins of
both participants and spectators, it is
expected that this will become a popular
annual event.

After an unseasonable wet and cold
snap, the day of the Vintage Venture turned
out beautifully fine. In fact, for those in
open vehicles, it was a little too hot.
Starting in Hamilton North with some tight
work that had the entrants milling round,
much to the locnl residents' amusement, we
finally headed out towards Pirongia for
lunch. This was followed by a scenic trip to
Waitomo, then back to the c1ubrooms in
Cambridge. Overall winners were Carol
and Paul Fussey, our friends from
Auckland, with Pat and MUITny McKie in
the first Waikato car, a very close second.

The tirst stage of our building project,
but for small finishing touches, is now
complete. The Parts Shed have spread into
and already filled their extended space, a
storage space useful for all those rally acces
sories, spare chairs, etc is next door, and
adjacent to our original Clubrooms is the
resplendent library ready for use, with the
official opening to be held on 13 March.

Wairarapa Frances Elwin

With the start of another New Year the
Wairarapa branch has been busy with
branch outings and clubnights. Our first
rally for the year was our fun run organised
by lan Cutler, a great day out and lots of
fun. Lunch was held at Mt Holdsworth and
the run finished back at our clubrooms for
afternoon tea. Winners of the day were
Nathalie and Bernie Cheer for their answer
to the question, and Noel Bassett for the
most original answers, the prize being
chocolate fish.

Our annual coastal 11111 was held on the
10 February 2002. Members were treated
to a chocolate fish each by one of the
visiting Ford Model T owners from
Invercargill. Members travelled out to the
coast to Pahaoa for lunch. The organiser,
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he works. We then visited Allure Llamas
where ten llamas are used for beach treks.
Members then headed back to the clubrooms
for afternoon tea. A great run thanks to the
Graham, his wife Ann and family.

Our next event will be our annual Rex
Porter Rally in March. Our branch
members were also involved in helping
with the 9th Annual Model T Rally. A good
turn out of Model Ts from all over New
Zealand. Our local branch member finally
getting his Model T van tinished after quite
a few years of getting round to it, great
effort Neville.

Results from our Gold medal trial held
in December 2001 are now available.

John Appel 1914 Rover won his class
plus the K Bull Memorial Shield. Vintage
Class was won by Willis St Clair and
Richard Caldwell, Post Vintage winner was
Paul Lamb. The Post War honours were
shared between David Henwood and Norm
Hill. Sidecar Neville Warren. One gold
and six bronze medals were awarded.

Again our thanks to all involved in the
running of this event. Our branch has a
busy few months ahead with rallies,
clubnights etc and hosting the 2002 AGM
and executive meeting in August.

Waitemata Keith Humphreys

The Ncw Year started quietly as it does
with most clubs with members spread far
and wide doing the Kiwi summer holiday
thing.Our first event was "Di's Wheels on
High", a run via as many loose metal roads
as possible to the Kaipara Flats Airtield for
their monthly fly-in. Sadly, although the
day started fine, it soon turned to custard,
and this limited any aircraft flying in.Only
members Alan and Eleanor Kerr braved the
elements to fly in in a modern light aircraft,
even then having to circle for a little while
until a hole in the clouds enabled them to
locate the landing strip. A gocid number
enjoyed the run including Ron and Miake
Jacob in the Lancia and Tony and Vivo
Campbell in their Delage. Then it was on to
the Maddock's just down the road where
we were all very impressed with their
motorcycle collection and spare parts
business.

A Multi-Club Run to Tiritiri Matangi
Island (yes a ferry was required for the last
leg) was well supported by branch
members and we were all delighted at the
re-growth of the native bush and the
variety of rare native birds, some surpris
ingly tame like the very rare Takahe.

Our next event, a Gymkhana at the rural
property of Brian and Marion Wyness 
near Pukekohe was well supported and the
relatively smooth paddock enabled speed
events as well as driving tests to be
enjoyed. This coincided with the Ellerslie
Concours d'Elegance.

Despite being the antithesis of the
Branch's corporate culture, (is there such a
thing?) a few of the branch's cars were on
display. The theme this year was
"Motorsport" and this was a reasonable
excuse for some to attend. It is also an
opportunity to see an incredible range of
mostly post war classics and not so classic
cars. .John Hearne's AlfacRomeo WilS

display, our SP250, fresh from an outing at
the Pukekohe track, joined the SP250
Club's display and John St Julian's Alvis
joined the Alvis Club.

Fortunately the weather was superb
except for a very strong winel in the more
exposed locations. Now we have Sunbeam
and Talbot owners heading south for the
STD Register's Nationat Rally, and a
number of Austin 7's in various forms,
but mostly specials, heading to Blenheim
for the 80th Anniversary of the Austin 7.
The next major club event is the
Pebblebrook Speed Weekend mid March
followed by the GOLDOR Rally
traditionally organised by Brian and Bess
Johnstone. This is a very long day's
motoring over mostly loose metal roads,
Bess's morning teas and post event snack
'n' soup are the major attractions.

Wanganui Fay Chamberlain

Those folks who came to Wanganui's
Burma Rally ill January were very
impressed with the new extended
clubrool11s at Wanganui East (now all but
tinished). There's just the kitchen lino to
lay, one outside wall to clad, and the
second entrance way to complete before all
those hard working members (who'vc put
in months and months of work) can tinally
take a well earned break!

The Burma Rally itself was a great
success. and drew a large number of entries
from other branches this time - great to
see! The route was a very interesting onc,
going up what must be the longest "no
exit" road in New Zealand to the back of
the Waitotara Valley (20 pupil country
school lunchstop). Returning home in the
afternoon proved just as interesting with

Don IJennis, /9/6 Bl/ick, Waitorara Valley Road.

more primitive roads being used (for most
people, a first.)

And speaking of tirsts - the overall
winner this year proved to be a Chevrolet
t11lck driven and navigated very ably by
two lady members of the Wanganui branch,
namely Pat Gowan and Anne Dowers. Well
done ladies!

The Gumboot New Year Rally was a
great day's outing too. Once again, the
back roads winding down Ohakune way
were very interesting! It wasn't until the
last ten minutes that we realised that was
where we were headed for the lunchstop.
(Where else in New Zealand does one find
fresh bread being baked and sold on New
Years Day?)
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"Lunchstop" - Ohakune on Wanganui Branch's
Gumboot New Years Day.

best, joining in the Manawatu for the
Feilding Settlers Parade, and with the
London to Brighton down under and
Wanganui's Heritage weekend in three
weeks, the calendar looks a bit crowded.

Wellington Elsie Euing

Sir Len Southward, Patron of
Wellington Branch, was the recipient of a
special civic award plaque by the Kapiti
Council in recognition of his services to
the community. Sir Len and Lady Vera
Southward were present at the unveiling of
the plaque by the Mayor of Kapiti at the
entrance to the Southward Car Museum.

After a brief meeting, our first January
Club Night was a fun rally organised by
Roger and Dianne White. We were issued
with a set of instructions and questions and
had one hour to complete the Rally and
return with 12 items starting with the letter
S. Not as easy as one might think - our
brain boxes were working overtime think
ing of various items beginning with S. We
managed to find a few tools in the toolbox
eg socket, screwdriver but at one stage I
had visions of my husband stripping off his
shirt and singlet. Fortunately, he was only
required to produce his shoe! One of our
Eastbourne members returned home to
pick a leaf of silverbeet from his garden
and, of course, won the prize for the best
item beginning with S. A couple of
members returned with borrowed signs.
Congratulations to the winner, Robyn
Simpson and navigators, who won first
prize and took away a bottle of Sauvignon.
Thank you Roger and Dianne for an enjoy
able night's outing.

The 7th Biennial Motor Cycle RaBy on
26-27 January was a great success with 43
registrations. Participants came from New
Plymouth, Taumaranui, Palmerston North,
Levin and Wairarapa. The highlight of
Friday night's registration, noggin and
natter, was the availability of an evening
meal put on by "Cookie", Ivan Cook.
Thirty-eight machines gathered at the
Clubrooms for the start of the Rally on
Saturday morning ranging from a 1919
BSA through to several post 60 machines.
First time ralJyist, John Wagstaff, on a LE
Velocette was a casualty of the Rally when
an oiled plug put a premature end to his
day. There were two rally routes: a short
course which took them over the
Hayward's Hill to Judgeford where they
turned off to travel over the Moonshine
Road en route to their first check point at
Riverstone overlooking Upper Hutt. The
long route carried on through Pauatahanui
to the summit of the Paekakariki Hill. The

Hill with a left turn onto State Highway
One continuing on through Gray's Road to
Pauatahanui and onto the Moonshine
Road. At the checkpoint contestants had
their speedos sealed and were dispatched
to the second check point 10.7 miles
further on with the instruction to maintain
an average speed of 28mph. Don Hawkes
was at the Maymourn checkpoint to note
elapsed times and riders' estimates of the
distance covered. Tunnel Gully Reserve
was the venue for a welcome lunch break
in the pleasant shady surroundings of
native bush. Saturday evening's prizegiv
ing took place at the Petone Workingmen's
Club and the winners were: First Veteran:
John Appel (1914 Rover), First Vintage:
Tony Bernstein (1926 M6 AJS), First
Combination: Glen and Maureen Bull
(1923 El AJS), First Post Vintage: John
Viner (1939 VH Ariel), First Post War:
Richard Davies (1951 Square Four Ariel).
The overall winner's trophy (The Banks
Cup) went to John Viner (1939 VH Red
Hunter Ariel), who believe it or not is
celebrating his fiftieth year of rallying and
he doesn't look a day over 70! A small
Swapmeet was held at the Clubrooms on
the Sunday. Our thanks to Basil
Gowenlock and Des Vinter for organising
this event and also to the helpers, marshals
and tail end Charlies.

Sunday, 3 February was a beautiful day
for our February Sunday Run to
Southward's Car Museum in Paraparaumu
where we all met and picnicked on the
back lawn. It was really good to see such a
large gathering of members and their
vehicles from Horowhenua and Wellington
Branches. It was great to see some older
members at the picnic such as Ivan and
Rita Benge from Foxton. A number of
people took the opportunity to look
through the workshop. The annual cricket
match between the branches took place
with much hilarity and although
Wellington won the match the Trophy this
time went to the branch with the least
number of runs. Congratulations to
Horowhenua.

Wellsford Alma Henson

Warkworth Show day had a turnout of
12 Vintage vehicles, two motorbikes, and a
display of 16 stationary engines dating
from 1907. Ivan and Donna Nobilo's rare
engines attracted much attention especially
as they were running and not just a static
display. Another drawcard were the minia
ture steam engines of interest to both
young and old alike.

James Lawrie and Grant Stott attended
the Swapmeet at Hastings. On display
were about 60 vehicles but that increased
to 80 when the Holden Club arrived, an
attention grabber as was the incident on the
way home when a 90s Falcon overtook
after a passing lane had run out, scary!

Tom and Maureen Belch went on a
Moped Rally and once again they attracted
the rain, although it only lasted 10-15
minutes. They soon realised the men had
disappeared and the women were left
huddled under a beach umbrella in the

lib. The slow race in pairs was one of the
features of the day. Held at Mystery Creek
with an expected first time entry of perhaps
15-20 the organisers were delighted with
the 49 post entries and six more entered on
the day. The hill climb was hilarious as a
spectator event but ended with thunder,
lightning and thankfully only drizzle.
Winners received a large chocolate fish,
others a small one.

The Bay of Plenty Rally was also well
supported. Starting at Welcome Bay
entrants travelled through Te Puke and
arrived at a destination, back of Rotorua for
lunch then off to headquarters where excel
lent entertainment was provided. Prizes
consisted of first aid kits. I hope none were
needed on the way home. Margaret and
Harry Heaven in their 1936 Chev met at
Luc Moore Park with the Browns, the
Belches and friends Lee Middleton and
Clive Nichols for a visit to Hepbum Creek
to view crafts from woodwork on cars to
articles made from reclaimed timber and
pictures made with lino cuts. Only the old
type of lino is suitable for this complicat
ed art form as each colour has to be left
to harden before another can be added. A
picnic lunch followed at the old cement
works.

Rainbows End launching ramp was the
starting point of Clive's River Outing.
While it was hoped to be oars only it ended
up motorised. One Seagull 1937 model had
belonged to Eric Hiscock, famous for the
Wanderer boats one to five. After a short
commentary from Clive, who was bom in
the area, the party travelled six kilometres
through farmland and mangroves until
reaching the town basin at Matakana.
There they were able to see where the old
coasters used to nose into the banks as they
brought in coal and took butter out. After
lunch a short walk up to the old dairy
factory was followed by a rummage
around the arts and crafts stalls. The flotil
la consisted of seven boats, a number of
inflatables and two Whitehall replica
dinghies dating from 1820. Those who put
their trust in Clive were Neil and Ann
Fowler, lames and Gloria Lawrie, Dave
Henderson and Duchess, Martin and
Margaret Howson. Brian and Betty Rudge,
Yvonne and Lee Middleton Wilbur and
Ayleen Brown and new members Mr and
Mrs Brown from Algies Bay, all became
hardy pioneers that weekend.

The Kaipara Aero Club at very short
notice invited us to join themselves and the
Waitemata Club to their Fly-In. The
weather had the last say and only one plane
made it but the Waitemata Club arrived in
force with an impressive collection includ
ing Delage, Lancia, Vauxhall, a brace of
MGs, a Buckler Riley and Daimler Dart.
After lunch we visited Norm and Linda
Maddocks to see a wonderful example of a
clean and tidy workshop were they house
their fine collection of motorcycles. On 1
March we are looking forward to hosting
the Veterans on their run to the cape.

Our sincerest wishes go to Branch
member Dave who had the misfortune to
tangle with a handy mans tool and required
stitches. It's left us wQnderinl!. who will !!et
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Robin Wells

Pyes Pa,
Tauranga.

Phone:
075430061
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OWEN P. GOl.DSMITH
Proprietor

25 Years Experience

Vintage, P. v., P. W. & Classic Restoration

From start to the finished vehicle or just
repairs to component as required.

written offerings. Recently he had been
welcomed on the Beaded Wheels Editorial
Committee where he rapidly made his
mark as a perceptive and incisive team
member of distinct opinion.

Born in the South of England, Dave was
at school during the war years before he
joined the British Army and attended
Sandhurst. He was posted to Korea from
1952 to 1954 where he saw active service
in the Artillary, ultimately attaining the
rank of Captain. He subsequently served in
the British Occupational Forces in
Germany from 1954 to 1958 where in
addition to his duties he developed his
interest in sailing. Dave continued his
military connections in joining the
Territorials on coming to New Zealand in
1960 with a young family. He became
prominent in the printing business in a
long association with Photo Process
Printers where he eventually became
Managing Director.

Dave joined the Vintage Car Club in the
early sixties, always being a keen motoring
man. When the Banks Peninsula Branch
was formed he was one of those who went
across and first acquaintance with him is
clearly recalled as Dave turned up in Chug
to an event starting in Latimer Square with
his Confederate soldier's cap expressing
one of his abiding passions - American
history and the Civil War - and declaring
"The South rides again".

All who knew Dave have been deeply
saddened at the loss of a keen intellect, a
great wit and artist, a gentleman and a
friend. His artwork must surely survive
with that catch-phrase possibly being
revived. When anyone of them is enjoyed,
such as the example located and repro
duced here with sad yet cheerful relevance
"the South will ride again"

He will be missed by many in so many
ways. David is survived by his wife Denny,
two sons Colin and Nicholas, two daugh
ters Penny and Emma, and four
grandchildren.

\ \

endearing monument to him and his enjoy
ment of Vintage motoring. Dave always
impressed at the amount of time he
appeared to be able to devote to the mainte
nance and driving of his beloved 1923
Austin 12/4 tourer, "Chug" and later a
similar 1927 model saloon he had chris
tened "Nelson", which he drove to most
parts of the South and lower North Islands
one way or another in the many events in
which he participated. Not for Dave the
glories and charisma of speed, power and
impressiveness - he could appreciate the
pleasures and satisfactions of driving
worthy, modest old English cars of limited
power not only for the using, driving and
experience of them and their Vintage style,
but also in the getting there in many of
New Zealand's magnificent unsung out-of
the-way places with friends of like mind.
Dave might not have been in the leading
bunch in most events and he sometimes
had operational problems to contend with,
but he always got there safely with Chug in
more or less good order. Some put it down
to his Army training. There will be many
who will recall Dave with his sketch pad at
the destination dinner or event with his
pencil astutely portraying in picture form
events, images and highlights of the day's
motoring.

Dave was known in Vintage motoring
circles not only for his artistic ability but
also for his knowledge and command of the
written word, he was editor of the Banks
Peninsula Branch Newsletter Drip Feed for
many years, making it an example of
innovation and style not only for its
conspicuous and diverting title page but

3 November 1928 - 5 February 2002

Banks Peninsula Branch
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Shock and dismay was the widespread
response to the news that Dave had died
suddenly and unexpectedly at Sumner,
Christchurch while walking his two
devoted Corgi dogs. There are many
sections of the Christchurch community
which have lost an enthusiastic, intelligent,
able, modest, dedicated, generous and
witty supporter. First among those are his
wife and family who have had to cope with
the devastating effects of Dave's sudden
passing and our most sincere sympathy is
extended to them.

Whi le appearing relaxed, casual and
possibly even faintly dishevelled at times,
Dave was actually spreading his tremen
dous ability over a wide range of fields and
interests which included history, sailing
and English literature and those were only
some of the topics on which he was
delighted to expound. He made things look
easy and had the knack of summing up
most subjects in two or three apt words.
Dave's distinguished contributions covered
a wide range of community service fields
including, but not limited to: Port Hills
Walkways developments, the Scout
Movement, the Anglican Church particu
larly in the Sumner Parish but also in a
range of capacities in the Christchurch
Diocese, the Tug Lyttelton Society, the
Antique Arms Association, the Masonic
Lodge, Probus, Lions and certainly the
Austin Register and the Vintage Car Club
of New Zealand.

There will be many members through
out the country who will know of or be
familiar with Dave's unique, incisive,
clever and just plain amusing drawings and



Gordon-Crosby Country is a mini series for Beaded
Wheels featuring the art of F Gordon-Crosby. ScOIl

Thomson collaborates with Michael Gordon-Crosby.

driving a favourite period car through a
summer valley towards mountain
mystery and high pass harshness.

Michael Gordon-Crosby identifies the
car as the SS Jaguar his father used.

William Lyons wanted a Jaguar
mascot. Gordon-Crosby had styled the
mascot of the MG Tiger, one being
family transport. The mascot was
unscrewed and taken to the studio for
study. The no-talking period that accom
panied creativity descended on the
household. The boys, Peter and Michael,
decided to take a bike ride. On return
there was a plasticine cat on the table. At
mid term it was in bronze.

Jaguar's leaping cat was born.

By 1914 the car had matured into a
vehicle able 10 give the pleasure and
adventure of travel to new and remote
places. T F G Crosby joined The Autocar
just as alpine touring was being discov
ered.

This early Gordon-Crosby of a big
Vauxhall captures the mood perfectly.
The wealthy foursome in their luxury car,
the twin wheels saying toughness, the
long bonnet saying power. The distinctive
radiator and GB confirm the identity. As
often, the artist has idealised the car. The
scale is larger than the crew, no
windscreen to spoil the looks.

But our eye moves naturally to the
passenger in the back as he directs atten
tion to the sights of alpine motoring. The
artist was to return to this theme many
times.

In contrast to the almost
monochrome Vauxhall, the
thirties picture below
is full of
foreground
colour. Now we
too are involved,

THE VINTAGE ART OF FGORDON-CROSBY
Not very tall and inclined to be tubby, his
immaculate dress sense and leather
sketching case pick him out in period photos
Did you learn about Veteran or Vintage
cars from books? The chances are that you
have unconsciously absorbed more
through the eyes, hands and heart of F
Gordon-Crosby than you can possibly
imagine. If you found the old cars for
yourself, then he was there before you,
feeling the experiences you have and
recording them with a keener insight, a
steadier hand.
Born in 1885, the working life of Thomas
Frederick Gordon Crosby began in marine
engineering. But that new invention, the
motorcar, called and at the Daimler
company he met life time colleagues Monty
Tombs and S C H (Sammy) Davis. All three
moved to the staff of The Autocar, already
perhaps the world's most respected motor
magazine. They were joined by section
drawing specialist Max Miller and
continental correspondent WF Bradley,
maybe the most charismatic team in
motoring journalism.
Here was indeed a window of opportunity
in human history. The new reality of
personal mobility was still adventurous,
glamorous. The car was not yet a utility,
frozen into immobility in the sunless
canyons of grid locked cities. Gordon
Crosby country was open country
Motoring was competitive; against rival
makes, against the road. This impacted on
Crosby, his name contracted to 'Gorby' by
close associates. He was indeed squeezed
by pressure. The rival Motor came out on
Tuesdays, but Autocar hit the newsstands
every Friday. In practice this meant full
coverage of the weekend events had to meet
the Monday evening copy deadlines.
Much of Crosby's work was rushed
through in hotel rooms, specially during
the Easter to October racing season. He
worked from pre-race notes and sketches
to illustrate key moments. There was a
slaff photographer, but not a hundred
cameras at every corner! After the weekly
issue was 'put to bed' drawings would be
expanded, varied or developed into
paintings.
Every advantage was exploited. Thus
when The Motor's artist, Brian Green
decided to acquire conlinental colour
under the name of Brian De Grincau,
Gorby countered with a hyphen:
Mr F Gordon-Crosby
Almost sixty years after his death, his
surviving son Michael has agreed to open
family archives for the readers of Beaded
Wheels. The illustrations we will
reproduce over several issues - mostly in
colour - will heighten readers' awareness
and enjoyment of their own Vintage
motoring, form the basis of a small
collection, and pay tribute to an





426 pages, hard cove/; top quality paper,
over 1,000 illustrations many in (;010£1/:

Obtainable from Tech Books Auckland
Price on application

Alan Lake) - Ted said "I thought it was a
La Salle l

This book is a lavish production and the
cover is a work of m-t in itself, being a
silver embossed replica of an actual period
La Salle manual. Each chapter covers a
model year (1927-40) in extraordinary
detail - even to the individual numbers of
cars exported as far away as this country.

In April, 1927, a stripped La Salle
roadster with optional high-ratio rear-end,
averaged 95.2 miles per hour for ten hours
at the General Motors Proving Ground test
track. Driven by CadiUac's chief tester Bill
Rader, and witnessed by many members of
the automotive press, this performance
shows up the Nockold's claim in his book
"The Magic of a Name" for the tendentious
nonsense that it is.

The book has received rave reviews from
many independent authorities such as Don
Peterson in the Classic Car Club of America
Bulletin - Don is an out and out Packard
Man, comment would be supelfluous.

Of course, as a one-make book, its
appeal is not universal, but to anyone inter
ested in top-shelf Yanks, it is highly
reconunended. ~

Reviewed by Maurice Hendry

Bunker's song "Gee our old La Salle ran
great", and it was built to Cadillac
standards throughout. This includes the
straight-eights of 1934-36, which were not
simply rebadged Oldsmobiles as is often
thought. As the book clearly shows, anyone
attempting to restore a La SaJle straight
eight using OldsmobiJe engine parts will
soon mn into all sorts of troubles. The La
Salle is one of the decisive models in
Cadiliac history, introducing the all-new
plain rod V-8 engine that replaced the
forked rod Leland designs in all CadiJlac
V-8 engines, and most importantly, marked
the advent of Harley Earl, the pioneer of
automobile styling for big corporations and
regarded as the founder of the styling
profession - as even those who hate Harley
Earl have to admit!

The first La Salle took theme from
Hispano-Suiza, but it is a tribute to Earl's
abilities that a couple of years later,
Hispano-Suiza was looking like La Salle! I
recall my friend Ted Fairburn, telling me
that when he first saw the 1929 Hispano he
bought here in Auckland (later owned by

Book Review

La Salle
Cadil/aels Companion Car

By Ron Van Gelderen and Matt Larson. Turner Press (USA)

T he La Salle, a more compact
Cad iliac running mate, was intro

. duced in 1927 and continued
through until 1940. It is familiar to New
Zealand Vintage enthusiasts from Ken
Silke's beautiful 1927 roadster to a fully
restored 1940 sedan that recently changed
hands in the Auckland area.

Most models used a version of the
contemporary Cad iliac V-8 engine, but
examples of the straight-eight model also
came here. I personally recall one each of
these, one in Timaru when I was taking
my engineering course at Timaru Tech,
and another when I first came to
Auckland, owned by Hugh Richards on
the North Shore.

There is also a colour full page of a
1929 Series 328 sedan identical with my
own La Salle of years ago, (now under
restoration in Timaru). This car was origi
nally imported by Sir Ernest Davis,
brewery tycoon and several times Mayor
of Auckland.

La Salle is one of the best remembered
American quality makes even to Archie
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VINTAGE AUTO PARTS
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CAST IRON
WELDING
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Kotorua Electroplaters 8t. Metal Polishers est. 1971

Specialising in all types of Electroplating on:
• Classic, Vintage and Veteran • Cars & Bikes
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Also Specialists in Industrial Hard Chrome
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Gearbox gears
Crownwheel & pinions
Wiper motors (vac)
Wheel cylinders & kits
Ring gears & pinions
Clutch plates
Fuel pumps & kits
Steering box parts
Ignition parts
Engine mounts

®

Engine gaskets
Steering joints
Electrical fittings
Shock absorbers
Shackles (pins & bushes)
Water pump' & kits
Carburettors
Pistons
Speedo cables
Lenses

MECHANICAL RESTORATIONS & VINTAGE SPARES (1980)
RD 7 • Fordell • Wanganui • Phone/Fax 06 342 7713

Kingpin sets
Suspension parts.
Spark plugs
Engine bearings
Master cylinder & kits
Rear axles
Clutch covers
Brake & clutch cables
Valves, springs, guides
Timing gears & chains

VISIT OUR WEB SITE: www.oldchevytrucks.com
FAX Toll-Free for catalog

We provide personal service for the General Motors
truck restorer. Detail items for the perfectionist. Most
parts always in stock. Customer satisfaction is our
goal. Can we help you?

Our evcrgrowing catalog rcmains the same price
as always - - FREE! (Spccify year of truck.)
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Truck Parts ~

Truck Parts Mid 30's
to Early 70's

Supplying new parts for Vintage, Classic and Modern Vehicles
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Mail Order: P 0 Box 20, Renwick 7352, NZ
Shop: 31 High St, Renwick, Marlborough

Telephone: (03) 572-8880
Orders: 08004 BASIS (22747)

Fax (03) 572-8851



1929 Horley Davidson Peashooter Racer on Firestone 28 x 2'/, Racing BE tyres. Owner Joe Grose, photographed by Euan Cameran

Equip your vehicle from New Zealand's largest range of
antique & classic tyres from

Ve~eran &. Vi:u~age Cars L-td
Est 1975

All correspondence to: PO Box 43-009, Mangere.
Office & Showroom: 207 Buckland Rd, Mangere, Auckland.

Phone 09 275 5316 • Fax 09 275 6882 • email: vet.vin@xtra.co.nz

~ EARLY FORD PARTS 1909 - 1931 <ee
Veteran & Vintage stock an extensive range of new & used Model T and A

Ford parts along with general restoration supplies


